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Our deepest and heartfelt 
condolences to the families 
of the Newtown School 
shootings. 
Our hearts ache with yours 
     through this agony. 
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Best Wishes for A Merry Christmas and Happy Kwanzaa
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Mission Statement
The Westchester Guardian is a weekly newspaper devoted to the unbiased reporting of events 
and developments that are newsworthy and significant to readers living in, and/or employed in, 
Westchester County. The Guardian will strive to report fairly, and objectively, reliable informa-

tion without favor or compromise. Our first duty will be to the PEOPLE’S 
RIGHT TO KNOW, by the exposure of truth, without fear or hesitation, 
no matter where the pursuit may lead, in the finest tradition of FREEDOM 

OF THE PRESS.

The Guardian will cover news and events relevant to residents and 
businesses all over Westchester County. As a weekly, rather than 

focusing on the immediacy of delivery more associated with daily 
journals, we will instead seek to provide the broader, more compre-

hensive, chronological step-by-step accounting of events, enlightened 
with analysis, where appropriate.

From amongst journalism’s classic key-words: who, what, when, 
where, why, and how, the why and how will drive our pursuit. We 
will use our more abundant time, and our resources, to get past the 
initial ‘spin’ and ‘damage control’ often characteristic of immediate 
news releases, to reach the very heart of the matter: the truth. We will 
take our readers to a point of understanding and insight which cannot 
be obtained elsewhere.

To succeed, we must recognize from the outset that bigger is not neces-
sarily better. And, furthermore, we will acknowledge that we cannot be 

all things to all readers. We must carefully balance the presentation of 
relevant, hard-hitting, Westchester news and commentary, with features 
and columns useful in daily living and employment in, and around, the 
county. We must stay trim and flexible if we are to succeed.
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 RADIO

Westchester On the Level with Narog 
and Aris
Westchester On the Level is heard from Monday to Friday, from 10 a.m. to 12 Noon 
on the Internet: http://www.BlogTalkRadio.com/WestchesterOntheLevel. Join 
the conversation by calling toll-free to 1-877-674-2436. Please stay on topic.
Richard Narog and Hezi Aris are your co-hosts. In the week beginning February 20th and ending on 
February 24th, we have an exciting entourage of guests. 
Every Monday is special. On Monday, February 20th, Krystal Wade, a celebrated participant in http://
www.TheWritersCollection.com is our guest. Krystal Wade is a mother of three who works fifty miles 
from home and writes in her “spare time.” “Wilde’s Fire,” her debut novel has been accepted for publication 
and should be available in 2012. Not far behind is her second novel, “Wilde’s Army.” How does she do it? 
Tune in and find out.
Co-hosts Richard Narog and Hezi Aris will relish the dissection of all things politics on Tuesday, February 
21st. Yonkers City Council President Chuck Lesnick will share his perspective from the august inner 
sanctum of the City Council Chambers on Wednesday, February 22nd. Stephen Cerrato, Esq., will share 
his political insight on Thursday, February 23rd. Friday, February 24th has yet to be filled. It may be a propi-
tious day to sum up what transpired throughout the week. A sort of BlogTalk Radio version of That Was 
The Week That Was (TWTWTW).
For those who cannot join us live, consider listening to the show by way of an MP3 download, or on 
demand. Within 15 minutes of a show’s ending, you can find the segment in our archive that you may link 
to using the hyperlink provided in the opening paragraph. 
The entire archive is available and maintained for your perusal. The easiest way to find a particular interview 
is to search Google, or any other search engine, for the subject matter or the name of the interviewee. For 
example, search Google, Yahoo, AOL Search for Westchester On the Level, Blog Talk Radio, or use the 
hyperlink above. 
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 RADIO

Westchester On the Level with Narog and Aris
Westchester On the Level is usually heard from Monday to Friday, from 10 a.m. to 12 
Noon on the Internet: http://www.BlogTalkRadio.com/WestchesterOntheLevel. 
Because of the importance of a Federal court case purporting corruption and bribery 
allegations, programming with be suspended for the days of March 26 to 29, 2012. Yon-
kers Philharmonic Orchestra Conductor James Sadewhite is our scheduled guest Friday, 
March 30.

It is however anticipated that the jury will conclude its deliberation on either Mon-
day or Tuesday, March 26 or 27. Should that be the case, we will resume our regular 
programming schedule and announce that fact on the Yonkers Tribune website.
Richard Narog and Hezi Aris are co-hosts of the show.
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George Weinbaum
ATTORNEY AT LAW

175 MAIN ST., SUITE 711-7 • WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601

FREE CONSULTATION:

Before speaking to the police... call

Criminal, Medicaid, Medicare 
Fraud, White-Collar Crime &
Health Care Prosecutions. T. 914.948.0044

F. 914.686.4873
Professional Dominican

Hairstylists & Nail Technicians

Yudi’s Salon 610 Main St, New Rochelle, NY 10801 914.633.7600

Hair Cuts • Styling • Wash & Set • Perming
Pedicure • Acrylic Nails • Fill Ins • Silk Wraps • Nail Art Designs

 Highights • Coloring • Extensions • Manicure • Eyebrow Waxing

LEGAL NOTICESCLASSIFIED ADS
Office Space Available-

Prime Location, Yorktown Heights
1,000 Sq. Ft.: $1800. Contact Wilca: 914.632.1230

Prime Retail - Westchester County
Best Location in Yorktown Heights

1100 Sq. Ft. Store $3100; 1266 Sq. Ft. store $2800 and 450 Sq. Ft. 
Store $1200.

Suitable for any type of business. Contact Wilca: 914.632.1230

HELP WANTED
A non profit Performing Arts Center is seeking two job positions- 1) Direc-
tor of Development- FT-must have a background in development or expe-
rience fundraising, knowledge of what development entails and experi-
ence working with sponsors/donors; 2) Operations Manager- must have a 
good knowledge of computers/software/ticketing systems, duties include 
overseeing all box office, concessions, movie staffing, day of show lobby 
staffing such as Merchandise seller, bar sales. Must be familiar with POS 
system and willing to organize concessions. Full time plus hours. Call (203) 
438-5795 and ask for Julie or Allison

FAMILY COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER
In the Matter of ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
     SUMMONS AND INQUEST NOTICE

Chelsea Thomas (d.o.b. 7/14/94),    

A Child Under 21 Years of Age   Dkt Nos. NN-10514/15/16-10/12C

Adjudicated to be Neglected by    NN-2695/96-10/12B 
     FU No.: 22303

Tiffany Ray and Kenneth Thomas,
  Respondents.     X
NOTICE: PLACEMENT OF YOUR CHILD IN FOSTER CARE MAY RESULT IN YOUR LOSS OF YOUR 
RIGHTS TO YOUR CHILD. IF YOUR CHILD STAYS IN FOSTER CARE FOR 15 OF THE MOST RECENT 
22 MONTHS, THE AGENCY MAY BE REQUIRED BY LAW TO FILE A PETITION TO TERMINATE 
YOUR PARENTAL RIGHTS AND COMMITMENT OF GUARDIANSHIP AND CUSTODY OF THE 
CHILD FOR THE PURPOSES OF ADOPTION, AND MAY FILE BEFORE THE END OF THE 15-MONTH 
PERIOD.

UPON GOOD CAUSE, THE COURT MAY ORDER AN INVESTIGATION TO DETERMINE WHETH-
ER THE NON-RESPONSENT PARENT(s) SHOULD BE CONSIDERED AS A RESPONDENT; IF 
THE COURT DETERMINES THE CHILD SHOULD BE REMOVED FROM HIS/HER HOME, THE 
COURT MAY ORDER AN INVESTIGATION TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE NON-RESPONDENT 
PARENT(s) SHOULD BE SUITABLE CUSTODIANS FOR THE CHILD; IF THE CHILD IS PLACED AND 
REMAINS IN FOSTER CARE FOR FIFTEEN OF THE MOST RECENT TWENTY-TWO MONTHS, THE 
AGENCY MAY BE REQUIRED TO FILE A PETITION FOR TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS OF 
THE PARENT(s) AND COMMITMENT OF GUARDIANSHIP AND CUSTODY OF THE CHILD FOR THE 
PURPOSES OF ADOPTION, EVEN IF THE PARENT(s) WERE NOT NAMED AS RESPONDENTS IN 
THE CHILD NEGLECT OR ABUSE PROCEEDING.

A NON-CUSTODIAL PARENT HAS THE RIGHT TO REQUEST TEMPORARY OR PERMANENT CUS-
TODY OF THE CHILD AND TO SEEK ENFORCEMENT OF VISITATION RIGHTS WITH THE CHILD.

BY ORDER OF THE FAMILY COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

TO THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT(S) WHO RESIDE(S) OR IS FOUND AT [specify 
address(es)]:  

Last known addresses: TIFFANY RAY: 24 Garfield Street, #3, Yonkers, NY 10701

Last known addresses: KENNETH THOMAS: 24 Garfield Street, #3, Yonkers, NY 10701

 An Order to Show Cause under Article 10 of the Family Court Act having been filed with this Court 
seeking to modify the placement for the above-named child.

 YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED to appear before this Court at Yonkers Family Court 
located at 53 So. Broadway, Yonkers, New York, on the 28th day of March, 2012 at 2;15 pm in the 
afternoon of said day to answer the petition and to show cause why said child should not be 
adjudicated to be a neglected child and why you should not be dealt with in accordance with the 
provisions of Article 10 of the Family Court Act.

 PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE, that you have the right to be represented by a law-
yer, and if the Court finds you are unable to pay for a lawyer, you have the right to have a lawyer 
assigned by the Court.

 PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE, that if you fail to appear at the time and place 
noted above, the Court will hear and determine the petition as provided by law.

Dated: January 30, 2012   BY ORDER OF THE COURT
    CLERK OF THE COURT
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CommunitySection
Expansion by TrueAfricanArt.com’s Expansion Significant for African Artists

By RICH MONETTI and 
GATHINJA YAMOKOSKI 
 When we think of Af-
rica, pixelating images of 
war, famine and poverty 
have unfortunately be-

come second nature to many of us here 
in America. Furthermore, this configura-
tion is so stamped on our minds that we 
discount the possibility of other points of 
light. The poverty and war in Africa aren’t 
the only arrangements needed to com-
prise an accurate picture of the continent.  
“A lot of everyday living is positive, where 
relationships and family come first, no 
matter if you are rich or poor,” says Gath-
inja yamokoski, owner of true Africa-
nArt.com, an online gallery of original 
African art paintings for sale by over 50 
African artist. 

“Evoking life and exploding with 
color, the artwork – mostly from Kenya 
– begets a reaction that corresponds more 
to unseen forces than any image we can 
construct in our physical world,” explains 
Gathinja. “When people learn about the 
website’s artists and their African art-
work, the vast collection allows one to 
feel a connection and new opinion to the 
spirit of Africa.”

Further addressing the body part 
of the soul that helps give rise to the art-
work, Gathinja describes the general feel 
of moving out and about in a nation like 
Kenya, her home country. “one must 
stop and make time,” she says, “because 
if you’re late for the next event, it doesn’t 
matter. As long as you greet the people 
you know and take the time to connect 
with them, it’s okay.

A sentiment that Gathinja didn’t re-
ally notice about Kenya until she left was, 
“People live in the moment in my coun-
try. Here in the uSA, things are much 
more future oriented and busy, which is 
a change i still wrestle with even today, 
though i do send out sold paintings on 
time!”

Gathinja came to the uSA in 2002 
to marry her husband of ten years, whom 
she met back in 2000 while he was in 
Africa doing volunteer work with the 
Church. 

Regardless of the cultural differenc-
es, though, a look at her African paint-
ings sends people in search of what we 

many actually have in common. “People 
are naturally curious”, says Gathinja, and 
they want to learn more about Africa and 
the artists.”

trueAfricanArt.com, now in its 
third year online, has flourished. With 
the launch of a newly redesigned format 
from the ground up, and almost 5,000 
fans on Facebook since April, 2011, 
things “are great and the site has bright 
future ahead of it.” says Gathinja. 

The website sells African art paint-
ings from artists in Kenya, tanzania, the 
Congo, Cameroon, Ethiopia, and Ghana. 
“i know most of my African artists per-
sonally,” says Gathinja, “and keep in touch 
with them on the phone or e-mail on a 
regular basis. i own most of their African 
paintings and have them for sale with me 
here in Westchester County, new york. i 
have shipped paintings not only to clients 
in the uSA, but to patrons all over the 

world. The works i collect are not all air-
port art either. i’ve taken the time to col-
lect both pieces that a tourist would enjoy 
for a low price, as well as paintings that a 
serious collector can keep and have grow 
in value...one other great thing about 
the website is that it provides unique in-
formation about most of its artists from 
Africa, including exclusive interviews, 
original biographies, photos of me with 
the artists and video interviews. most of 
our African artworks are originals, not 
prints, and are just beautiful! to have the 
artworks sell here in America and around 

the world is a great feat for the artists and 
makes them feel proud of the works they 
made and sold to true African Art.”

The website’s slogan is “Loyal to Art-
ists... Loyal to you.” Gathinja elaborates 
by saying, “it means we keep our pricing 
fair to what we bought a piece for and 
maintain communication and business 
with most of our artists. it also means that 
we give the customer service to our clients 
that they expect and deserve. Shipping is 
free and clients are also able to make an 
offer on the price of a painting based on 
its list price. i think people really like these 
two favorable commodities.”

of course, any discussion of Africa 
and the inspirations that drive its artists 
must always make a correlation to the 
visible kaleidoscope coming from the 
landscape and wildlife. “Things are more 
colorful in real life,” Gathinja says of the 
African artist’s natural inclination to cap-
ture it.

“As an artist myself, this was a try it 
out project for me. i am so glad people 
have been receptive to trueAfricanArt.
com. it’s success means a world of differ-
ence to our artists from Africa because 
we can keep buying paintings from 
them. This gives them income, hope, and 
inspiration in the not so easy economy of 
Africa. i hope everyone reading this will 

take a look at the site and take some time 
to learn about Africa’s rich and distinct 
culture through the site’s actual paintings, 
information, pictures and videos.”
For more information, please visit:  www.
TrueAfricanArt.com
Rich Monetti lives in Somers. He’s been a 
freelance writer covering Westchester Coun-
ty since 2003. Peruse his work at http://
rmonetti.blogspot.com/
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WHITE PLAINS, NY -- Westches-
ter residents and business owners 
will have until Jan. 28 to file 
for federal assistance for 
damages associated with 
Hurricane Sandy under 
an extension announced 
by the Federal Emergency 
management Agency.

County Executive 
Robert P. Astorino was in-
formed that FEmA and new 
york State had agreed to extend the ini-
tial December 31, 2012, deadline to Jan-
uary 28, 2013, to give people impacted by 
the storm additional time to file claims 
and loan applications.

Residents and business owners who 

want to meet with FEmA representa-
tives in person may continue to 

do so until Dec. 21 at the 
Disaster Recovery Center 
(DRC) at the Westches-
ter County Center, 198 
Central Avenue, White 
Plains. The center is open 
monday to Saturday from 

8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
An in-person visit is not 

necessary to apply for assistance 
but is offered as an option for those who 
prefer to do so. more than 750 persons 
have come to the DRC since it opened 
nov. 8.

“i encourage any homeowner, renter 
or business owner who suffered dam-

ages and losses as a result of Hurricane 
Sandy to register with FEmA and seek 
assistance,” Astorino said. “The new filing 
deadline means that people will now be 
able to do so beyond the end of the year.”

Federal disaster assistance for indi-
viduals and families can include money 
for rental assistance, essential home re-
pairs, personal property losses and other 
serious disaster-related needs not covered 
by insurance.

With Westchester being declared a 
disaster area by President obama, resi-
dents are eligible to apply for disaster aid, 
along with local governments and non-
profit agencies. The first step is to register 
by calling FEmA’s registration number 
(800) 621-3362 or going to www.disas-

terassistance.gov. For those with speech 
or hearing disabilities, use the tty num-
ber at (800) 462-7585.

in addition to FEmA, members of 
the Department of Social Services (DSS) 
and other county departments remain on 
hand at the DRC to help residents. There 
also are representatives from the Small 
Business Administration, who can ex-
plain low-interest loan packages available 
to individuals, nonprofits and businesses 
of any size.

These loans are for the repair or re-
placement of real estate and/or personal 
property damaged by the storm and re-
lated flooding, officials said. People who 
register with FEmA may be sent a loan 
application from the SBA. no one is ob-

ligated to take out a loan, according to the 
SBA. Applicants have six months after 
approval to decide whether to accept the 
loan.

Almost 5,200 Westchester residents 
have registered to seek assistance from 
FEmA in the wake of Hurricane Sandy.

Hurricane Sandy caused more than 
$42 million in damages to county-owned 
facilities alone. it also damaged public in-
frastructure and private property in every 
municipality in the county. Westchester 
and its municipalities are eligible to seek 
federal reimbursement for damages and 
other costs associated with the storm.

By Sir RICHARD BRANSON
if a business strategy 
were failing and instead 
of curbing a problem 
made it worse, would 
you keep it going or 

would you stop and consider an alter-
native course?

Strangely, the trillion dollar war on 
drugs has persisted for 40 years even 
though it is the most dismal global pol-
icy failure of our time. Why do i care 
and why should you?

millions of otherwise productive 
lives are wasted and lost in jail for mari-
juana possession and other nonviolent 
drug violations. California could raise 
an estimated uS $1.4B in annual rev-
enue if it taxed and regulated the sale 
of marijuana – so imagine the revenue 

that is keeping the underworld in busi-
ness.

i’m a member of the Global Com-
mission on Drug Policy and we have 
been looking at this issue for the last 
two years. There are countries – such as 
Portugal, Germany, Switzerland, uK 
and netherlands - that have adopted 
alternative strategies with promising 
results.

i’d like the business community to 
help figure out what can be done for 
countries to take a hard look at the fail-
ures of the drug war and adopt humane 
solutions that focus on education and 
health care rather than criminalization 
and incarceration. Let’s make 2013 the 
year we Break The taboo.
Sir Richard Branson is the founder of the 
Virgin Group.

BIG IDEA 2013

This Year, The War on Drugs Ends

BUDGET

Mayor Davis’ FY2013 Budget Proposal Ignites Response from Mount Vernon Fire Department President Richardson
By SHANNON AYALA
Fire fighters pleaded to 
the mount Vernon City 
Council to keep the 
oak Street Firehouse 
off the budget chopping 
block. 

“That is something that would be 
catastrophic to the city,” said Ernest 
Richardson, a mount Vernon Fire-
fighter and union president, to the 
Council. 

The City of mount Vernon is in 
the process of deciding its budget. in 
its proposed Fy2013 budget, the total 
appropriation for the fire department 
was $15 million, up from $14.5 million 
in 2012. But Councilwoman Karen 
Watts-yehuda had suggested scrapping 
one of the city’s four firehouses due to 
its aging condition. 

“i’m going to be honest with you,” 
said Watts-yehudah to Richardson. 
“i’m the one who brought it up.” 

She said she did not have actual 
firefighters in mind when proposing 
the idea of cutting the firehouse from 
the budget. “it was never an instance of 

terminating the firehouse. it was an is-
sue of the building,” she said. “We’re a 
four square-miles and we have a bunch 
of firehouses.”

She asked him to consider con-
solidating or moving houses around. 
“Those are things that you as the pro-
fessional need to be thinking about and 
bringing to us,” she said. 

The 9-11 oak Street firehouse is 
.4 miles, or about 6 blocks away from 
City Hall. Richardson and colleagues 
in an interview said that removal of the 
firehouse would leave that section of 
the city, west of Gramatan and Lincoln 
avenues, with longer response times. 

They said consolidating buildings 
wouldn’t work because the firehouses 
are strategically located. 

“The way this place is densely 
populated, we need these firehouses in 
these areas,” said Richardson. He said 
each one is near a school. 

“We’ve got firehouses by a lot 
of nursing homes,” added Anthony 
mitchell. He said the houses are locat-
ed by the Bronx River and Hutchinson 
Parkways on opposite ends of town. 

“Bottom line is mount Vernon is a 

little big city,” said Richardson.
Though Watts-yehudah said she 

only intended to scrap the house, Rich-
ardson still foresaw inevitable layoffs if 
her idea were to ever materialize. The 
savings from the closing had been pro-
jected by the city at $800,000. “Heat, 
electricity and water,” said Richardson, 
“those three bills are not $800,000 for 
the year.”

Though Councilman Edwards 

said it did not seem likely the house 
would be let go during budget talks 
with the mayor the next day, Richard-
son worried that Watts-yehuda may 
have planted a seed. 

“i personally like Karen Watts, i 
really do,” said Richardson. But, “now, 
what you’re doing is creating a situation 
that other people are going to piggy-
back on.”

mitchell said, “it’s not just about 

firefighting.” He said, “A lot of us are 
trained Emts, CFRs, certified first 
responders, we do tons of medical calls 
a day, we work alongside with trans-
Care.”

Richard Thomas and Deborah 
Reynolds of the council opposed the 
idea outright. “There’s no way we can 
close a firehouse in the City of mount 
Vernon,” said Reynolds. 

Thomas suggested that keeping 
money invested in the fire department 
would keep insurance rates low for resi-
dents. He said new Rochelle proved 
that strategy worthwhile last year. “you 
can always see that benefit right away,” 
he said. 

The building though is indeed ag-
ing, said Thomas, but Richardson said, 
“They’re all old, with the exception of 
Third Street Firehouse, which was built 
in the 70s.” 
Shannon Ayala is a Class of 2013 stu-
dent at the CUNY Graduate School of 
Journalism. He also writes New York 
environmental news for www.Exam-
iner.com. His work can be found at www.
SEArchives.wordpress.com.

Oak Street Firehouse.

FEMA Extends Hurricane Sandy Filing Deadline Until January 28, 2013
Residents and Businesses will Have Until Jan. 28 to Seek Assistance

BUILDING ANEW
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By LARRY M. ELKIN
Advocates of same-sex 
marriage have every 
reason to expect the 
Supreme Court to take 
their side next year. The 
big question is: How far 

is the court prepared to go?

At a minimum, i expect the high 
court to rule that California voters 
acted unconstitutionally in 2008, when 
they amended their state charter to for-
bid gay marriage after 18,000 same-sex 
couples had already wed in the Golden 
State. i also expect the justices to up-
hold a lower court ruling striking down 
part of the federal Defense of marriage 

Act (DomA), the 1996 statute that 
said the federal government would not 
recognize same-sex marriages legally 
performed in states or foreign countries 
that permit such unions.

yet if the court goes no further 
than those two positions, the political 
and legal struggle over gay marriage 
will rage pointlessly on, probably for 

years. This is because, while nine states 
and the District of Columbia now au-
thorize same-sex marriage, 37 other 
states prohibit recognition of such 
marriages, either through their laws or 
in their state constitutions. unlike ev-
ery other sort of legally married couple 
– including people married to their 
cousins, people married after “quickie” 
foreign divorces from former spouses, 
and people married to adolescents in 
jurisdictions with unusually early ages 

of consent – a same-sex married couple 
is not considered “married” at all times, 
for all purposes, in all places.

This is an unworkable situation 
that cannot persist for very long, yet 
it remains to be seen whether the Su-
preme Court is prepared to declare the 
unequivocal right of same-sex partners 
to marry, or at least to have their mar-
riages respected, wherever they happen 
to be.

BUSINESS

Junk King Goes from Health Care to Healthy Communities
By FRANK CRISCENTI
HuDSon VAL-
LEy, ny -- When 
Jean Leon grew up 
in a manhattan, new 
york he never dreamed 

that one day he’d be in the green junk 
removal and recycling business. His 
mother didn’t want anything to go to 
waste, so she was a bit of a “saver.” The 
more his mother saved, the less room 
the apartment had for young Jean and 
his four sisters. Sometimes his mother’s 
habits led to discussions about organi-
zation and cleaning. maybe he should 
have thanked her for the inspiration.

Jean Leon has opened a Junk King 
franchise that covers Rockland and 
Westchester Counties. For a man with 
a degree in organizational manage-
ment from manhattan College, green 
junk removal and recycling makes 

sense. But Jean Leon also spent 13 
years as a Radiation Therapist, treating 
cancer patients. While unable to make 
cancer magically disappear in a few 
minutes, the idea of making junk dis-
appear quickly is appealing. He spent 
a whole year deciding what industry 
might fit his skills and interests. Junk, 
perhaps because of his childhood expe-
riences at home, jumped to the top of 
the list.

Junk King prides itself on recycling 
or donating up to 60 percent of the 
materials it collects. They haul anything 
from appliances and construction waste 
to electronics and rubbish. The Hudson 
Valley franchise of Junk King gives 
residents of the community an oppor-
tunity to clean up homes and job sites 
without the worry of adding recyclables 
to the landfills. only hazardous materi-
als are prohibited for collection.

Jean Leon likes the environmen-
tally green aspect of the Junk King 
franchise, as well as the notion that 
what gets donated will help the com-
munity. Helping the community is 
important to him. He’s been involved 

at new york Cares, an organization 
that provides tutoring to at-risk youth, 
and manhattan’s Autism Speaks 
walks. Jean Leon hopes his Junk King 
franchise will grow through the years. 
Eventually he sees his company provid-

ing free services to those in need.
The parent company, founded in 

2005, is based in San Carlos, California. 
two childhood friends started the junk 
hauling service out of their garage. The 
company insists that each franchise 
be “dependable, affordable, and envi-
ronmentally responsible.” Junk King is 
a fully bonded, licensed, and insured. 
They not only haul junk for individual 
homeowners, but for realtors, property 
managers, and large and small busi-
nesses.

From the one location in San Car-
los, California, Junk King now boasts 
39 franchises nationwide. Each indi-
vidual franchise is “green.”

Junk King Hudson Valley is locat-
ed at 56 Fairmont Avenue, Haverstraw, 
ny 10927. it is a family-run business. 
Jean Leon knows green and clean will 
appeal to the community at large.
To learn more, visit www.HudsonVal-
ley.Junk-King.com, or call
1-800-995-JUNK (5865).

Jean Criscenti stands by a Junk King truck.

By MARK JEFFERS
‘twas the week be-
fore Christmas and all 
through the house, not 
a creature was stirring, 
not even a mouse, this 

week’s column was written with care 
in hopes that our editor would not give 
a glare. As i heard him exclaim as he 
drove out of sight, “get you columns in 
early our deadlines are tight.” merry 
Christmas to all and to all please enjoy 
this almost rhyming edition of “news 
and notes.”

Here’s a friendly reminder to all 
during this frenetic time of year…and 
always…slow down especially when 
you are driving. not only are there too 
many distractions to keep us focused on 
the road, but there are also many young 
inexperienced drivers and many seniors 
who just do not have a quick reaction 

time to whatever peril may come their 
way. So do me a favor and slow down, 
pay attention to driving (not the music, 
not the phone, not the big decisions like 
what to make for dinner) so that every-
one gets to where they are going safely 
to enjoy their friends and family.

The Cortlandt Emergency Food 
Bank is running very low on supplies 
and is looking for both financial and 
perishable food donations. The group 
is based out of the basement of the 
Asbury united methodist Church in 
Croton-on-Hudson.

The Partnership for Public Service 
celebrates the best and brightest of our 
civil service – men and women who 
perform real-life acts of heroism away 
from the camera’s lens. you can nomi-
nate an outstanding federal employee 
you know for a Service to America 
medal. All career, civilian federal em-
ployees are eligible to be recognized. 

Award winners are honored each fall at 
a gala celebration in Washington, D.C. 
nominations close January 4th...sub-
mit your nomination today at Service 
to America medals-dot-org.

Harrison Public Library presents 
“All Things Bright & Beautiful,” pho-
tographs by inese moore through De-
cember 28th.

not sure this would fit in to our 
current living room decor… “Pink 
Chairs Project” an art exhibit by Lynne 
Schulte runs through January 2nd at 
the Hudson Valley Hospital Center in 
Cortlandt.

Congratulations to two Pound 
Ridge organizations, the Pound Ridge 
Library celebrates 60 years of service to 
the community and the Pound Ridge 
Lions Club just celebrated 50 years of 
helping local charities.

it is time once again for the Kato-
nah methodist Church to present their 

annual Living nativity on the front 
lawn of the church yard at 5 Bedford 
Road in Katonah. This event never gets 
old with live animals, singing angels 
and more and it is free…so take in the 
scene on Friday December 21st at 7:00 
pm to 7:45 pm…you will walk away 
with the spirit of Christmas all about 
you.

Here’s a great place to pick out 
the perfect tree…at the north White 
Plains Fire Company Christmas tree 
sale taking place at the firehouse; all 
ages are welcome, parking is free and 
the sale continues through Saturday 
December 23rd.

in this wonderful time of giving, 
think about donating your used car 
to the folks at Heritage for the Blind, 
which helps those visually impaired 
and they also asked me to remind 
all my beloved readers to get a vision 
screening annually, early detection can 
help prevent blindness…

“Hello Dolly,” world famous Bar-
bara Streisand impersonator Steven 

Brinberg performs a one-night holiday 
show “Simply Barbara” at the West-
chester Sandbox Theatre in mama-
roneck on December 22nd.

Good luck to monika Keksis as 
she becomes the new Educational 
Coordinator at the Country Children’s 
Center in Katonah. The Center is the 
largest child care provider in northern 
Westchester.

Here’s an art exhibit i can drink 
to… “Distilled Spirits,” by Antonio 
Carreno at the madelyn Jordon Fine 
Art Center in Scarsdale through De-
cember 31st.

our family Christmas party was 
held this week, lots of good cheer and 
friendship abounded, then it was time 
for our annual sing-along of some holi-
day favorites, good news many voices 
made up for one really bad one… see 
you next week.
Mark Jeffers resides in Bedford Hills, 
New York, with his wife Sarah, and three 
daughters, Kate, Amanda, and Claire.
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Last week the court agreed to 
consider two cases involving same-sex 
marriage. in Hollingsworth v. Perry, the 
ninth u.S. Circuit Court of Appeals 
invalidated California’s Proposition 8, 
the voter initiative that amended that 
state’s constitution to ban gay marriage, 
while in United States v. Edith Windsor, 
the Second Circuit found that DomA 
violated the equal protection rights 
of an elderly woman who was forced 
to pay a large estate tax following her 
spouse’s death, when such a tax would 
not have been required of an opposite-
sex spouse. (The obama administra-
tion has concluded that DomA is 
unconstitutional and declines to defend 
the statute in court, but it continues to 
enforce the law on tax and other mat-
ters.)

neither case directly presents the 
question of whether one state can re-
fuse to recognize a marriage that is val-
id in another state. Another section of 
DomA authorizes such nonrecogni-
tion, but the court would have to go out 
of its way to address that question in 
either of the two cases it has agreed to 
hear. Will it? We won’t know anything 
for sure until the end of the court’s cur-

rent term in June.
By that time, it will be exactly 20 

years since same-sex marriage arrived 
on the public and political radar. Ha-
waii’s Supreme Court ruled in 1993 
that the state’s constitution gave gays 
the right to marry, but voters amended 
the constitution before any such mar-
riages took place. other states began 
adopting anti-gay-marriage legisla-
tion, and Congress took up DomA, 
sponsored primarily but not exclusively 
by Republicans, during the 1996 presi-
dential and legislative campaigns.

The result was a political landslide. 
With virtually every congressional Re-
publican and a majority of Democrats 
backing it, DomA passed the House 
of Representatives 342-67 and the 
Senate 85-14.

President Bill Clinton promptly 
signed the bill, taking gay marriage off 
the table in his race for re-election. He 
was not the only big-name Democrat 
to choose discrimination and political 
expediency over any principle he might 
have felt was applicable. others who 
backed DomA included Sens. Joe 
Biden of Delaware (now vice president, 
who came out in favor of gay marriage 
during this year’s campaign) and Harry 

Reid of nevada (now Senate majority 
leader), as well as such staunch liber-
als at South Dakota’s tom Daschle, 
Vermont’s Pat Leahy, michigan’s Carl 
Levin and maryland’s Barbara mikul-
ski.

Vermont’s Supreme Court fol-
lowed Hawaii’s lead in 1999, ruling 
that gays were entitled to the same 
domestic relations rights as heterosexu-
als. The state soon adopted civil unions 
as the functional equivalent of mar-
riage, though the nomenclature itself 
suggested that the relationship was 
something less than fully equal. mas-
sachusetts, also through court action, 
became the first state to actually recog-
nize and authorize same-sex marriages 
in 2004. Since that time, public opinion 
has moved rapidly in favor of same-sex 
couples.

The Supreme Court’s four liberal 
justices – Elena Kagan, Sonia Soto-
mayor, Ruth Bader Ginsburg and Ste-
phen Breyer – seem virtually certain to 
uphold gay marriage in the pending 
cases. So too does the typical swing jus-
tice, Anthony Kennedy. He authored 
the 2003 majority opinion in Lawrence 
v. Texas that struck down state laws 
against homosexual conduct, as well as 
a 1996 ruling that overturned a Colo-
rado initiative which had tried to ban 

local anti-discrimination ordinances 
that applied to gays.

i suspect Chief Justice John Rob-
erts will join a pro-gay-marriage de-
cision, though there is not much on 
which to base a prediction other than 
my belief that he does his best to apply 
the law, rather than his personal pref-
erences, to the cases before him. Jus-
tice Samuel Alito is an unknown. The 
remaining two staunch conservatives, 
Justices Antonin Scalia and Clarence 
Thomas, were dissenters in Lawrence, 
so we know at a minimum that they did 
not believe in even minimal gay rights 
as recently as a decade ago. Thomas, 
though a strong defender of free 
speech, has not shown any consistent 
respect for anybody’s privacy rights 
other than his own. Scalia’s thinking 
may have evolved, or he may at least 
be willing to endorse the precedent set 
out in Lawrence that he opposed at the 
time. But i would not bet on it.

Still, the court has a history of 
seeking unanimity, or at least a broad 
consensus, when it renders decisions on 
fundamental rights. Brown v. Board of 
Education was a unanimous decision, 
as was Loving v. Virginia, the 1967 case 
that struck down laws against mixed-
race marriage. (it so happens that 
Thomas is part of a mixed-race mar-

riage and that he and his wife dwell in 
Virginia. We will see if this creates any 
irony in his position on gay marriage.) 
it would be nice, for the sake of country 
and of the court’s place in history, if it 
comes out with a broad ruling in favor 
of equal marriage rights for all Ameri-
cans, wherever they reside.

i don’t know whether the court will 
go that far. Regardless, there is no turn-
ing back. Same-sex marriages are here 
to stay. Americans are quickly learning 
to accept and embrace this fact, and the 
law will ultimately have no choice but 
to follow.

Larry M. Elkin, CPA, CFP®, has pro-
vided personal financial and tax coun-
seling to a sophisticated client base since 
1986. After six years with Arthur An-
dersen, where he was a senior manager for 
personal financial planning and family 
wealth planning, he founded his own firm 
in Hastings on Hudson, N.Y., in 1992. 
That firm grew steadily and became the 
Palisades Hudson organization, which 
moved to Scarsdale, N.Y., in 2002. The 
firm expanded to Fort Lauderdale, Fla., 
in 2005 and to Atlanta in 2008.
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CREATIVE DISRUPTION

By JOHN F. McMULLEN
if you are the type to 
make new year’s reso-
lutions, one good one to 
make this year is to be-
come a responsible in-

ternet citizen. you may already be one 
or, at least, think you are -- in any case, 
read on; at a minimum, you can prob-
ably send this to someone who, by her 
/ his actions, is cluttering your mailbox, 
exposing you to viruses, and putting 
you at risk to malevolent perpetrators 
by putting your e-mail address out to 
the world.

i’m sure that most know the “Gen-
eral netiquette” rules for e-mail:

 * Always put a subject in the e-
mail and

 * never type in all capital letters 
(it’s SHoutinG and rude)

but what is generally lacking 
with many, usually from either lack 
of knowledge or laziness, is taking the 
same responsibility for what they send 
in e-mail as they might in a letter they 
write by hand. The recipients of e-mail 
deserve the same consideration. if they 
don’t get it, their mailboxes will be clut-
tered with nonsense, they may become 

infected with viruses, and they will be 
targets for scammers and spammers.

i’ll restate that – Take personal re-
sponsibility for anything that you send out 
under your name in e-mail. make sure 
that it is accurate both in fairness to 
your recipients and to insure that you 
don’t look like an idiot to those who will 
say “How could she / he have believed 
this nonsense?” (It will be even worse 
for you in their estimation if they receive 
a virus from you or they trace mountains 
of spam back to your mail).

Some general rules:
* ignore any e-mail that suggests 

that you send it to everyone you know. 
The chances are 99% it’s at a minimum 
a scam and, maximum, it’s much worse.

* ignore any virus warning that 
says “my brother (uncle, aunt, father, 
partner) works for microsoft (iBm, 
FBi) and says it’s true” – it’s 99% that 
they don’t work there – and, even if 
they did, only 1% of people working 
there would know anything about vi-
ruses (if anyone working for microsoft 
understood viruses, there wouldn’t be 
constant warnings about outlook, in-
ternet Explorer and all versions of the 
operating System.

* if you still feel for some unknown 
reason that you must send out the mes-
sage, check the veracity of the content 
by taking the trouble to go to one of the 
fact checking sites like www.snopes.
com or www.factcheck.org and check 
out the material. you’ll have to do some 
work – key in the words from the e-
mail subject or what is important from 
the mail. it’s worth the work – your rep-
utation hinges on you getting it right.

* it’s not only your reputation 
with which you should be concerned 
(although that is the most important. 
Even if the mail is simply nonsense 
and does not contain viruses, it fills mail 
boxes (perhaps causing an overflow), 
adds to the slowness of connections, 
and will eventually lead to higher costs.

* if it actually turns out to be an ac-
curate story and you feel compelled to 
pass it on to your contacts, you should 
delete all other e-mail addresses that 
are within the e-mail. Anyone passing 
on e-mail addresses is putting those people 
at risk. Spammers and scammers col-
lect e-mail addresses to annoy or try to 
defraud them at some point (“nigerian 
Gold Scam”) while nasty folks collect 
e-mail addresses to send them viruses.

* if all the people to whom you are 
forwarding the e-mail don’t know each 
other, you should use “bcc” (“Blind Car-
bon Copy”) rather than “cc” (“Carbon 

Copy”), once again to protect the pri-
vacy of the recipients.

i recently received email entitled 
“READ!!!! !!!DO NOT DELETE!!!!!!!” 
from an old friend who should know 
better (he had his lack of responsibility 
pointed out to him). The email has been 
passed through four previous forwards 
and hundreds of e-mail addresses are 
listed within the email putting each one 
at risk (I will forward this column to each 
of them – maybe it will wake someone up).

The content of the email is total 
nonsense; yet people felt compelled to 
pass it on (the iteration that i’m look-
ing at is only the one that reached me 
through my friend -- any one of the 
multi-hundred recipients could have 
forwarded the note to another few 
hundred people who could also for-
ward it to hundreds more but bypass-
ing the path to me). to examine the 
content:

* “i got this from my friend, Dave 
is her husband which is why i’m in-
clined to believe it, she doesn’t send 
stuff out like this unless she believes 
it.” – it doesn’t matter whether SHE 
believes it – do you believe it? Did you 
check it out before you blasted every 
one you know?

* “Christmas virus Better to be safe 
than sorry -Dave’ s brother is a very 
advanced programmer who does com-

puter work for a living and has a high 
up status with microsoft. He doesn’t 
send these if they aren’t real. if He says 
this is for real, it for sure is. Be aware.” 
– So now we are up to Dave’s brother! 
– and he supposedly works for micro-
soft which does not have an anti-virus 
program, has a dismal record on viruses, 
and would never send out a message 
like this anyhow (“Dave’s brother” 
would be fired for starting this). if you 
are going to scare people, only scare 
them with the truth, a truth which you 
have verified!”

* ”i checked with norton Anti-
Virus, and they are gearing up for this 
virus!” – it never happened!”

 * “I checked Snopes, and it is for real. 
Get this E-mail message sent around to 
your contacts ASAP” – if the writer had 
gone to Snopes, he would have found 
that the virus warning was outdated 
and overrated (http://www.snopes.
com/computer/virus/postcard.asp).

 * “This is the reason you need to 
send this e -mail to all your contacts. 
it is better to receive this message 25 
times than to receive the virus and open 
it.” — Even if the scare were true, it’s 
actually not better to receive 25 mes-
sages as any one of them could carry 
the virus and could create problems 
to those dumb enough not to have a 

Time To Grow Up
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working Anti-Virus Program that is 
constantly updated. The so-called virus 
should not bother those who have work-
ing and constantly updated Anti-Virus 
Program.

* “This is the worst virus announced 
by Cnn. it has been classified by mi-
crosoft as the most destructive virus ever. 
This virus was discovered by mcAfee 
yesterday, and there is no repair yet for 
this kind of Virus.”— none of this is 

true (see the Snopes site) and microsoft 
doesn’t classify viruses.”

* “COPY THIS E-MAIL AND 
SEND IT TO YOUR FRIENDS. RE-
MEMBER: IF YOU SEND IT TO 
THEM, YOU WILL BENEFIT ALL 
OF US.” – this is the final giveaway; 
whenever you see something like this, 
save yourself the trouble of all of the 
above checking and just delete it. it’s 
never real.

When then do people persist in 
sending such things out, whether they 
start them or simply pass it along?

* The original authors want to prove 

that they are smarter than the poor 
schnooks who pass it on.

* The original authors want to send 
a virus out to infect the computers of the 
unprotected, once again proving that 
they are smarter than those who pass it 
on.

* The original author or the passer 
on is trying to capture as many e-mails 
as possible for nefarious reasons.

* The passer on has no clue as to 
what he or she is doing (and doesn’t be-
long on the Internet).

 * The passer on is too lazy to do the 
research to be responsible (but can’t shuck 

accountability).
* The passer on doesn’t know or care 

that, no matter how many iterations the 
message has gone through, her/his re-
cipients will hold her/him (and not the 
message originator) responsible for any 
perceived damage done by the message.

Bottom line – either do the research 
or simply delete all messages such as this! 
you might also send a message like this 
back to all addresses that you received on 
the email – maybe it will do some good.

Creative Disruption is a continuing 
series examining the impact of constant-
ly accelerating technology on the world 

around us. These changes normally hap-
pen under our personal radar until we 
find that the world as we knew it is no 
more.
John F. McMullen has been involved in 
technology for over 40 years and has writ-
ten about it for major publications. He 
may be found on Facebook and his cur-
rent non-technical writing, a novel, “The 
Inwood Book” and “New & Collected 
Poems by johnmac the bard” are avail-
able on Amazon. He is a professor at Pur-
chase College and has previously taught at 
Monroe College, Marist College, and the 
New School for Social Research.

CREATIVE DISRUPTION

Time To Grow Up

By SHERIF AWAD
What do you do if 
your name is Ahmed 
Ahmed and your 
“names” matches that of 
a terrorist? Every time 

you’re at an airport, the authorities will 
likely double check on you!

This is a joke that Egyptian 
American standup comedian Ahmed 
Ahmed likes to tell every time he’s on 
stage. Ahmed Ahmed was born in 
Helwan, Egypt. His family came to 
the united States when he was one 
month old. Growing up in Riverside, 
California, Ahmed Ahmed moved to 
Hollywood when he was 19 years old 
to pursue a career as an actor and stand-
up comedian, and he has been working 
there ever since. in Hollywood films 
like Executive Decision (1996) with 
Kurt Russell and you Don’t mess with 
the Zohan (2008) with Adam Sandler, 
Ahmed Ahmed was type-cast as an 
Arab villain like many Americans from 
Arab origins. That’s why he decided 
to focus on his comedy career instead; 
successfully appearing in tough Crowd 
with Colin Quinn on Comedy Cen-
tral, and mtV’s Punk’d with Ashton 
Kutcher among other shows. He would 

later joke about his part in Executive 
Decision in his standup routine for the 
Axis of Evil Comedy tour.

Armed with his digital camera, 
Ahmed Ahmed and his gang of come-
dians made several tours in the middle 
East. The first stop was his homeland 
Egypt where stand-up comedy was 
established as performing arts since 
the last century with performers like 
ismail yassin in the old days and now 
Hamada Sultan who were commonly 
known as monologists.

Ahmed Ahmed also went to coun-
tries that are being introduced to these 
type of comedic performance; places 
like the Emirates, Lebanon, and even 
Saudi Arabia. With a mix of backstage 
footage and clips of his performances, 
interviews with fans and those at family 
gatherings, Ahmed Ahmed succeeded 
to assemble his directorial debut in Just 
Like us two years ago.

The secret behind the film’s title is 
meant to negate misconceptions about 
Arabs having little sense of humor. 
in fact, they’re “just like us,” with “us” 
meaning Westerners. With a mix of 
comedy and nostalgia, Ahmed also in-
terviewed his own father who started to 
tell a few jokes before revealing he im-
migrated to the uS in the ‘70s without 
speaking a word of English. obviously, 

Ahmed inherited his sense of humor 
from him. one scene had the senior 
Ahmed throwing jokes at everyone and 
everything. At the end of the movie, we 
see the old man holding a Canada Dry 
bottle and saying, “A few moments ago, 
it was wet!”... The documentary also 
shows Ahmed’s personal journey and 
how he and many others have been us-

CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES
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ing comedy to break down stereotypes 
about Arabs and middle Easterners.

Ahmed Ahmed also targets vari-
ous taboos in Arab countries. in Egypt, 
Ahmed was forbidden to comment 
about the former mubarak regime. in 
Lebanon, he was asked not to tell jokes 
about religion or the military. He was 
censored and prevented from entering 
Dubai for a year for telling a joke about 
how Dubai has contradictory lifestyles, 
with nightclub music beats and adhan 
(meaning the call for prayer) heard 
back-to-back. Ahmed and his gang 
should be credited for even daring to 

perform in Saudi Arabia, a country that 
still doesn’t have cinemas or theatrical 
performances. in fact, the comedians 
identified themselves during the visit 
as “consultants,” revealing the challenge 
of being funny without the crutches of 
sex, politics or religion. During his visit 
to Riyadh, he even discovered some 
Saudi talents, young men and women 
who wanted to venture into the genre 
of comedy. Ahmed Ahmed recently 
made another tour in the middle East. 
He is also co-starring in the new sitcom 
Sullivan & Son with Steve Sullivan.
Born in Cairo, Egypt, Sherif Awad is a 
film / video critic and curator. He is the film 
editor of Egypt Today Magazine (www.
EgyptToday.com), and the artistic director 
for both the Alexandria Film Festival, in 

Egypt, and the Arab Rotterdam Festival, 
in The Netherlands. He also contributes to 
Variety, in the United States, and is the film 

critic of Variety Arabia (http://varietyara-
bia.com/), in the United Arab Emirates 
(UAE), the Al-Masry Al-Youm Website 

(http://www.almasryalyoum.com/en/
node/198132) and The Westchester Guard-
ian (www.WestchesterGuardian.com).

Continued on page 9
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Make’m Laugh!

(L-R): Sebastian Maniscalco, Ahmed Ahmed, John Caparulo, and Bret 
Ernst in Vince Vaughn’s “Wild West Comedy Show”.

Ahmed Ahmed sharing a moment with his fans.

YONKERS, NY -- yonkers mayor 
mike Spano, leading nonprofit housing 
developer The Community Builders, 
inc. (tCB), and the municipal Hous-
ing Authority for the City of yonkers 
(mHACy) marked the start of demo-
lition of the long-vacant Public School 
6 on tuesday, December 11, 2012. 
The mayor gave the official signal 
for a crane to begin to take down the 
structure that had fallen into disrepair 
too severe for preservation. The school 
will be replaced by Schoolhouse ter-
race at Croton Heights, a $58 million 
development that will include mixed-
income apartments for 121 families 
and seniors.

“today, we are finally taking the 
necessary steps to clear this long-time 
blighted area, transforming it to its 
greatest potential,” said mayor Spano. 
“i thank Governor Cuomo, our state 
delegation, The Community Builders 
and municipal Housing for their con-
tinued support and investment in this 
neighborhood. This effort is a combi-
nation of our city working in partner-
ship with its community, ensuring our 
residents have a place to live, work and 
raise a family for generations to come.”

Schoolhouse terrace at Croton 
Heights is an environmentally sustain-
able project is designed to meet both 
u.S. Green Building Council LEED® 
and nySERDA multifamily Perfor-
mance Program standards. The new 
development will feature a 70-unit 
building for families earning under 
30 percent of the area median income 
(Ami) to under 60 percent of Ami. A 
second building on the site will have 50 
units for seniors earning under 50 per-

cent of Ami. The new buildings will sit 
atop two underground parking garages 
with 134 spaces to accommodate resi-
dent needs. An additional 2,400 square 
feet of community space are also in-
cluded in the development.

“tCB is committed to creating 
mixed-income housing as a platform 
for opportunity in yonkers, said Jan 
Brodie, northeast regional director for 
tCB. “We are pleased to mark this first 
step in making Schoolhouse terrace at 
Croton Heights a reality.”

The Schoolhouse terrace at Cro-
ton Heights development is designed 
with a strong focus on energy efficiency 
and innovative green design elements, 
including green roofing and a num-
ber of windows that maximize natural 
light, while providing sweeping views 
of the Palisades and the Hudson River.

The redevelopment of the Public 
School 6 site is a collaborative effort to 
address the blighting influence of the 
abandoned site. tCB’s newest develop-
ment in new york State, the project is 
slated for completion in 2014 and con-
tinues the investment in the Ashburton 
corridor.

Financial participants in the proj-
ect include new york State Homes 
and Community Renewal (nyS 
HCR), City of yonkers CDBG and 
HomE funds, tCB neighborhood 
Stabilization Program 2 (nSP2) funds, 
mHACy, RBC Capital and Bank of 
new york, m&t Bank, Federal Home 
Loan Bank of new york, new york 
State Energy Research Development 
Authority (nySERDA), new york 
State tax Credits and Brownfields 
funds, u.S. Department of Housing 

and urban Development (HuD).
“This is a great example of the 

transformational projects being sup-
ported by the mid-Hudson Regional 
Council throughout the Hudson Val-
ley,” said Empire State Development 
President, CEo and Commissioner 
Kenneth Adams. “The redevelopment 
of the Public School 6 site will im-
prove the quality of life for hundreds of 
new yorkers by turning a long-vacant 
property into much-needed hous-
ing for hard working families and our 
seniors. under the leadership of Gov-
ernor Cuomo, we are seeing what can 
be accomplished when the State works 
together with local government and 
the private sector - producing real re-
sults that benefit our communities. We 
thank mayor Spano and The Com-
munity Builders, and all of our partners, 
for their commitment to moving this 
project forward.”

Darryl C. towns, Commissioner/

CEo of new york State Homes and 
Community Renewal (HCR) said, 
“Governor Andrew Cuomo’s mid-
Hudson Regional Economic De-
velopment Council awarded critical 
financing to move the transformation 
of Public School 6 into quality homes 
for seniors and families. HCR is proud 
to be part of this effort to redevelop a 
dilapidated building on a brownfield 
site into energy-efficient, sustainable, 
affordable housing - and inject $58 
million dollars into the local economy. 
Thank you to The Community Build-
ers, mayor Spano, the mid-Hudson 
Regional Economic Development 
Council, and all of our partners for your 
dedication and support.”

“i am so very proud to join my col-
leagues in city and state government as 
well as The Community Builders and 
the yonkers municipal Housing Au-
thority to see the beginning of Public 
School 6’s transformation from an eye-

sore into quality affordable housing for 
the people of Cottage Place Gardens 
and beyond. The State’s sizable com-
mitment of $29.6 million, through 
the Regional Economic Development 
Councils, speaks volumes to the im-
portance of this project to providing 
affordable housing and fostering eco-
nomic development and job creation 
in downtown yonkers,” said Senator 
Andrea Stewart-Cousins (D/i/WF – 
35th District).

“today’s efforts are symbolic of the 
collaboration between our city and state 
officials for the benefit of our commu-
nity and its residents. The State is com-
mitted to see projects like this succeed 
so we can continue to provide quality 
and affordable housing in yonkers. i 
thank all the partners who worked 
together so that our yonkers neighbor-
hoods flourish for years to come,” said 
Assemblyman Gary Pretlow (D – 87th 
District).

“This is a great day for the people 
of yonkers, who are finally seeing a de-
teriorated school building turned into 
affordable and desirable housing for 
yonkers’ residents. it is an important 
step forward in the smart redevelop-
ment of our City and the creation of 
affordable, quality housing, i applaud 
all those who made this possible, es-
pecially The Community Builders and 
the yonkers municipal Housing Au-
thority, and our state and city partners 
for all their work on this project,” said 
Assemblywoman Shelley mayer (D/i/
WF – 93rd District).

ABout tHE Community 
BuiLDERS, inC.

Transformation of Public School 6
Demolition of Former School Site Makes Way for 121 New Mixed-Income Apartments at Schoolhouse Terrace at Croton Heights

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
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The Community Builders, inc. 
(tCB) is the largest nonprofit de-
veloper of mixed-income housing 
in the united States. our mission is 

to build and sustain strong commu-
nities where people of all incomes 
can achieve their full potential. We 
realize our mission by develop-
ing, financing and operating high-

quality housing and implementing 
neighborhood self-help initiatives 
to drive economic opportunity 

for our residents. Since 1964, we 
have constructed or preserved over 
320 affordable and mixed-income 
housing developments and secured 

over $2.5 billion in project financ-
ing from public and private sources. 
today, we manage more than 100 
properties in 12 states. We are head-
quartered in Boston with regional 
hubs in Chicago and Washington.
SOURCE: Press release.
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Transformation of Public School 6

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

EDUCATION
Letter to Archdiocese of NY Superintendent of Schools McNiff By Assemblymember Shelley Mayer
Re: Possibility of closure of St. Casi-
mir and Our Lady of Fatima Schools 
in Yonkers
Dear Dr. mcniff:

As the Assemblymember who 
represents both of the schools noted 
above, i write to express my deep 
concern with the possibility that ei-
ther or both of these schools might 
be closed by the Archdiocese in 
2013 and to urge you to reconsider 
these schools for “risk of closure.”

As you know, St. Casimir, lo-
cated at 259 nepperhan Avenue 
in the heart of downtown yonkers, 

proudly serves the diverse commu-
nity of our City. it is truly part of 
our history, having been founded 
over 100 years ago. 230 children 
attend the school. Last week, i had 
the pleasure of hearing many of 
the students participate in a won-
derful Christmas concert and saw 
first hand the strong support of its 
principal and staff. our entire com-
munity supports this school, its staff 
and the parents. We strongly believe 
it should be removed from the “risk 
of closure” list and given the oppor-
tunity to address your concerns.

our Lady of Fatima is also 

located in my district at 963 
Scarsdale Road in the City 
of yonkers (although its post 
office address is Scarsdale.) 
it serves 152 predominantly 
yonkers children with a lov-
ing, quality Catholic educa-
tion, and again, has been part 
of our community for over 
eighty years. it is supported by all of 
the political and elected leaders of 
our City. i am confident it can meet 
your concerns and remain a strong 
community school once provided 
the chance to do so.

The closure of St. Casimir or 

our Lady of Fatima would 
displace and disrupt the 
education of hundreds of 
yonkers students, as well 
as the teachers, parents, and 
staff. We urge you to work 
with the leadership and 
parents of these schools 
and find a way to save them 

both.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Shelley mayer

By ROGER 
WITHERSPOON
William Holston 
was obviously exas-
perated.

For nearly two 
hours he had fielded the brunt of in-
creasingly detailed queries from the 
three Administrative Law Judges, 
on the adequacy of a deliberately 
vague set of guidelines to oversee 
the operations of the indian Point 
nuclear power plants for the next 
20 years.  And though Entergy had 
four of its own experts on the ex-
tended witness stand, most of the 
judges’ queries were directed at the 
chief examiner for the uS nuclear 
Regulatory Commission.

The hearing in tarrytown was 
focused on the Aging management 
Plan (AmP) put forth by Entergy 
nuclear, owner of the twin reactors 
on the Hudson River, which is in-
tended to document how the com-
pany will ensure its 16,000 feet of 
buried pipes will be safe if the indian 
Point operating licenses are extend-
ed 20 years by the nuclear Regula-
tory Commission. Entergy insisted 
they would be able to detect corro-

sion and leaks if they occurred any-
where in the more than three miles 
of pipes – many carrying radioactive 
liquids – even though some of it was 
locked in concrete underneath the 
foundations of permanent buildings.

it was complicated by the fact 
that when Entergy applied for a 
license extension in 2007, the com-
pany asserted there were no buried 
pipes subject to aging management 
review because they did not carry ra-
dioactive liquids.  But a leak of thou-

sands of gallons of water containing 
radioactive material in 2009 proved 
them wrong.

As a result, the new york At-
torney General contended that, for 
all intents and purposes, “Entergy’s 
AmP for buried pipes contains 
virtually no enforceable provisions 
or specific commitments. Any spe-
cific details Entergy has offered have 
come in the form of documents 
which will not become part of the 
license and are unenforceable.”

“i’m looking for specificity in 
the planning,” said Chief Judge 
Lawrence mcDade. “There is inad-
equate information from an engi-
neering standpoint about what they 
are going to inspect, how they are 
going to inspect, and where they are 
going to inspect.

“is there any document that 
would show that level of specific-
ity aside from general guidance that 
they will inspect selected piping 
once every 10 years?”

“Those procedures will be de-
termined by what they find,” said 
the nRC’s Holston. “This plant is 
going to have 30 inspections over 
the 20 year period, and if they find 
corrosion they will do another 12 at 
selected sites. We could ask them to 
commit to spreading them out over 
time, but that is not necessary.”

“Why not,” asked the chief 
judge. “Shouldn’t they have guidance 
as to how they will go about exam-
ining them? Something that says it 
will be done at five-month intervals, 
10 month intervals, or some sort of 
guidance? Shouldn’t that part of the 
documentation that can be checked 
for compliance?”

“That’s not needed,” said 
Holston, a towering, six-foot, five-
inch marathon runner who still 
has his merchant marine, ramrod 

ENERGY MATTERS

Double-Teamed
New York Battles the Feds and Entergy to Close Indian Point Nuclear Plant

Replacement transformer for Indian Point 2. 
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By ROBERT SCOTT
A skilled linguist, she 
taught French for 
several years at the 
progressive Walden 
School, a private day 

school in manhattan.
in Croton, she kept busy writing 

poetry--in four languages.

She was also a serious dancer. But 
her husband, max Eastman, thought 
that painting was her “most remarkable 
gift.”

As a painter, she completed more 
than 70 portraits of celebrities and 
neighbors, including Eric Knight, 
author of Lassie Come Home, who 
rented the farmhouse at Finney Farm, 
economist Stuart Chase, who lived on 

Ledge Loop on mt. Airy, the poet E.E. 
Cummings, W.E. Woodward, bestsell-
ing author of such works as Bunk and 
Meet General Grant, and liberal lawyer 
Arthur Garfield Hays.

Eliena had little formal art train-
ing, although in Paris she worked with 
French artists Jules Pascin and Jean 
Charlot. When he visited Croton, 
Pascin painted a portrait of Eliena, and 

she reciprocated by painting a portrait 
of him. max admitted that “hers was 
not successful, but his picture of her is 
a treasure of grace and energy.”

She acknowledged that her paint-
ing was also influenced by George 
Biddle, a Croton neighbor and artist, 
and by Thomas Hart Benton, max’s 
friend, best known for his flat, realistic 
“regional” style of painting.

Two Masterpieces
in 1937, the Eastmans engaged 

an ossining house painter, offie Ed-
ward Cherry (known to everyone as 
“o.E.”), to redecorate their Croton 
house. upon becoming aware of Eliena 
Krylenko’s artistic ability, mr. Cherry 
proposed that perhaps she could paint 
pictures for display in local bars. When 

erect bearing. “i have 30 years’ inspec-
tion experience. i’m pretty comfortable 
with what Entergy provided me. At a 
minimum, inspections cost $100,000, 
and no plant is going to wait till the last 
minute, and put $4.2 million into one 
year’s worth of inspections. 

“We could specify that since you 
are doing 30, make sure X amount are 
done in two year intervals. But that isn’t 
necessary.”

mcDade, who had been leaning 
forward on the judge’s dais, sat back, 
paused thoughtfully, and said, “Entergy 
has a big investment and they want it 
to work well. if they are going to do an 
inspection, they want it to be meaning-
ful. But in viewing whether or not their 
plans are adequate, how can we do that 
without knowing what it is they are go-
ing to do?”

That exchange provided a micro-
cosm of the nation’s longest running, 
most complicated battle of efforts to 
extend the life of nuclear power plants. 
So far, the nRC has issued 20-year 
license extensions to 71 of the nation’s 
104 nuclear power plants. The four in 
neighboring new Jersey – Salem 1 & 
2, Hope and oyster Creek – were each 
relicensed in just two years. The dif-
ference, however, is that in new york, 
the state itself is challenging the new 
licenses.

But the hearings have made clear 
that the environmental unit of At-
torney General Schneiderman’s office 
is not just going up against Entergy: 
they are also openly fighting against the 
staff of the nation’s nuclear regulatory 
agency, which has recommended re-
newing their 40-year operating licenses 
for another two decades. The license 
for indian Point 2 expires at the end of 
2013, and the license for indian Point 3 
expires two years later. 

The license extensions have been 
challenged by new york, and the en-

vironmental groups Clearwater and 
Riverkeeper.  new york’s challenges, 
or contentions, are backed up by Con-
necticut Attorney General Robert 
Snook, whose office is also represented 
at the legal proceedings.

Collectively, the contentions chal-
lenge different aspects of Entergy’s 
plans for ensuring the safe operation 
of the twin nuclear reactors over the 
next 20 years and the maintenance of 
the spent fuel pool for decades after 
the plants finally retire. under cur-
rent nRC rules, the highly radioactive 
fuel rods could sit at the plant site for 
a century after the plants shut down, 
whether or not Entergy, as a company, 
is still in existence and capable of taking 
care of them.

The key hurdle for the opponents 
is the conviction of the professional 
staff at the nRC that the plants can 
be safely operated for another 20 years 
and the licenses should be granted.  The 
final decision is up to the five appointed 
members of the Commission itself. But 
the staff has enormous authority within 
the agency.

Earlier this year, for example, the 
staff of the office of new Reactors, 
headed by michael Johnson, recom-
mended approval of the construction 
and operating license for the new AP-
1000 reactor at the Vogtle plant site in 
Georgia. it is the first new nuclear pow-
er plants constructed in a generation 
and culminated more than six years of 
analysis in which the staff rejected more 
than 20 safety systems and innovations 
in the new reactor as unworkable.

Since it could take a decade for 
the plant to be built and begin operat-
ing, then nRC Chairman Greg Jaczko 
wanted the license to have “binding 
obligations that these plants will have 
implemented the lessons learned from 
the Fukushima accident before they 
operate.”

The Chairman directed the staff 
in February to prepare language for the 
full Commission to consider reflecting 
that condition. Johnson refused on the 

grounds that it cast aspersions on the 
hard, detailed work the staff had done 
over the preceding six years, and the 
ability of the staff to monitor any new 
developments and incorporate them in 
the inspection process.

Jaczko resigned shortly after the 
unprecedented rejection by his staff, 
and Johnson was promoted to Deputy 
Director of the entire agency, a move 
roundly criticized by many nuclear 
watchdog groups.

“People who think that Johnson 
and the other professionals are in the 
pocket of the industry are mistaken,” 
said David Lochbaum, of the union 
of Concerned Scientists. “These are 
professionals with a navy background 
who are confident in their ability and 
used to putting a lot of trust in their 
various systems.

“They are not the type who can be 
pushed around by industry. Their views, 
however, often coincide.”

indeed, Johnson, his boss, Director 
William Borchardt, and Victor mc-
Cree, head of Region 2, which includes 
all southern reactors, and oversight of 
all new reactor construction, came out 
of the nuclear program at the naval 
Academy. it is that military mindset 
and professionalism at the civilian reg-
ulatory agency which most confounds 
opponents of indian Point.

“i have become increasingly aware 
of this alignment between what should 
be an oversight agency and the nuclear 
industry they regulate,” said manna 
Jo Greene, environmental director of 
Clearwater.

“it’s disappointing to see new york 
State having to protect the well-being of 
its citizens from a federal agency whose 
job it should be to primarily protect 
the public.  it is so extreme that there 
have been times during the pre-trial 
hearings when it seemed that Entergy 
was being more reasonable and gener-
ous and amenable to negotiations than 
the nRC staff. . There were things that 
we requested or Riverkeeper requested, 
or new york State requested, motions 

that were filed, that the nRC was more 
in opposition to than Entergy.”

The allied views of the nRC staff 
and Entergy will fact their stiffest chal-
lenge beginning today when hearings 
resume in tarrytown, when new york, 
led by Assistant Attorney General John 
Sipos, challenges the proposed exclu-
sion of transformers from the purview 
of the Aging management Program.  
it is the most contentious issue of 12 
being reviewed by the judicial panel, 
and the one with the most far-reaching 
implications.

transformers are huge pieces of 
equipment which change the voltage of 
electricity and, according to the state’s 
brief, “are intended to function pas-
sively, just as electric cables and water-
carrying pipes do.”

There are four to 12 transformers 
at a nuclear power plant, some increas-
ing the voltage and others decreasing 
the voltage. not all are involved in 
powering safety-related systems. The 
State contends “they have the critically 
important function of providing power 
to equipment that is necessary for acci-
dent prevention, accident management, 
and accident mitigation at nuclear 
power plants.”

But precisely because they are pas-
sive, it is extremely difficult to know 
when their components are wearing 
out. There are no “leaks” of electricity, 
as if they were pipes, and they transmit 
all the electricity they are supposed to 
transmit until something breaks. At 
that point, they don’t transmit anything.

it is the state’s contention “that 
failure to effectively manage the ag-
ing of electrical transformers could 
compromise the integrity of the reac-
tor coolant pressure boundary, the ca-
pability to shut down the reactor and 
maintain a safe shutdown condition, or 
the capability to prevent or mitigate the 
consequences of accidents.”

Because these are passive systems, 
it is difficult to predict when they will 
fail. nRC records show that there have 
been 88 transformer failures at nuclear 

power plants since 1983. There have 
been 18 transformer failures in the past 
five years, including explosive failures at 
indian Point 2 and 3.

During Superstorm Sandy, a trans-
former blew up at Entergy’s FitzPatrick 
nuclear power plant upstate new york 
and oil spreading into various conduits 
proved too difficult for the plant’s resi-
dent fire brigade to handle. The local fire 
department had to be called in to extin-
guish the blazes.

Still, it is the position of both En-
tergy and the nRC staff that there is no 
need for an AmP for transformers. if 
they break, that can be dealt with at that 
time. Both the nRC staff and Entergy 
opposed the inclusion of the transformer 
issue in the formal ASLB hearings. But 
the judges ruled that “neither Entergy 
nor Staff provided any legally binding 
justification to exclude transformers 
from an aging management review.”

now, however, Entergy and the 
nRC staff are seeking to reclassify trans-
formers – which have no moving parts 
– as “active” pieces of equipment because 
the electricity changes voltage as it goes 
through it.

That is a novel definition of an “ac-
tive” piece of equipment.

new york, in its brief, contends “if 
Staff and Entergy’s interpretation car-
ried the day, pipes, containment domes, 
electrical cables … to name only a few, 
would be considered active systems be-
cause things inside them change…

“...the electric current is no more a 
part of the transformer than is the water 
in a hose a part of the hose, or the water 
in a steam generator a part of the steam 
generator, or the electricity flowing in a 
cable part of the cable.”

if the three-judge panel ultimately 
agrees with the nRC staff and Entergy, 
much of the indian Point infrastructure 
– from its three miles of inaccessible, 
underground pipes to the reactor dome 
itself – could be exempt from a manda-
tory oversight program.
Roger Witherspoon writes Energy Matters 
at www.RogerWitherspoon.com 
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CHRONICLES OF CROTON’S BOHEMIA

Eliena Krylenko: Discovering Two Forgotten Masterpieces in Ossining
tavern owners showed little interest in 
her paintings, he suggested that local 
churches might be a fitting place for her 
work.

The congregation of ossining’s Star 
of Bethlehem Baptist Church at 148 
Spring Street agreed to have her paint 
two oil paintings to be displayed in their 
church. A stipulation was that one of the 
paintings should depict the Crucifixion 
of Jesus. The other subject was left to the 
artist’s discretion; Eliena Krylenko chose 
the Sermon on the mount.

The paintings were completed in 
the summer of 1937 for mounting on 
the wall on each side of the church’s or-
gan in the sanctuary of the modest red 
brick gothic church building. Each cov-
ered an area of 40 square feet. They were 
unveiled and presented to the church 
by the artist at a formal ceremony on 
Sunday, September 12, according to an 
article in the next day’s New York Times.

Guests included the choir and 
congregation of ossining’s First Baptist 
Church at the intersection of Route 9 
and main Street. The Rev. Raymond 
H. Edwards was the guest speaker, and 
miss Louise James was at the organ.

Speaking at the dedication, Eliena 
said, “i think of Christ as just an unusual 

“common man” representing kindness 
and humility, as preaching against hy-
pocrisy and greed, and as teaching the 
rich to renounce their riches.”

The Sermon on the mount depicts 
a white-robed Jesus lecturing to disciples 
on a hill to the west of the Sea of Gali-
lee. Eleven in number, they are grouped 
around Jesus under a serene summer sky. 
Their robes of yellow, deep blue, scarlet 
and orange are bright spots of color in an 
otherwise muted scene. A small settle-
ment, probably Capernaum, can be seen 
in the distance.

in contrast, the somber Crucifix-
ion has taken place under an angry sky 
at Golgotha, “the place of skulls,” also 
known as Calvary, on the outskirts of 
ancient Jerusalem. Behind Jesus are the 
two robbers crucified with him, also still 
nailed to the cross. His mother, the apos-
tle John, and a few lingering faithful wait 
below the cross. Departing behind the 
hill are other spectators who witnessed 
the Crucifixion.

Both paintings are on large sheets 
of canvas. to suit the architectural re-
quirements of the original sanctuary, it 
was necessary to remove an upper corner 
of each painting; these triangular pieces 
were later replaced.

Although ileana worked on the 
paintings without any agreement for 
compensation, the congregation insisted 

on taking up a collection to pay for the 
materials. The amount collected was 
$62.46.
Disease Strikes

years later, early in April 1956, 
while in California, Eliena began to 
experience severe abdominal pain. The 
Eastmans returned to new york, where 
a physician found signs of malignancy 
and recommended a hysterectomy. Ex-
ploratory surgery showed that the cancer 

“The Sermon on the Mount,” by Eliena Krylenko, 1937

“The Crucifiction of Jesus,” by Eliena Krylenko, 1937.

The tower of the Star of Bethlehem 
Church is a landmark on Spring Street 

in Ossining.
Eliena Krylenko had many talents

HOURS: MONDAY - SATURDAY 8:30AM TO 6:30PM
2008 CROMPOND RD. , YORKTOWN HGTS. BACK ENTRANCE OF ROMA BLDG.

Renovated Apartments For Rent

80 West Grand Street, Fleetwood

Beautiful, Newly Renovated Spacious 
1 Bedroom Apartments: $1350/Month
2 Bedroom Apartments $1500/Month

Brand New Kitchens, Living Rooms & Bathrooms.   
Granite Counter Tops / New Cabinets,  Stoves & Refrigerators.

Available Immediately.
 Credit Check Required: $25 Non-refundable fee

No Programs Accepted
Call Management Office for more information:
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By GLENN SLABY
i heard it said that if the 
devil cannot make you 
sin, he will make you 
busy.

time is your en-
emy. People are immoveable objects 
that cause longer lines that cause you to 
miss that green light, and cause you to 
fall behind schedules that were impos-
sible to keep in the first place. The mind 
has lost any resemblance of cognitive 
thinking. The brain is over activated 
with stimuli, both audio and visual. The 
Spirit has no space to enter in to the 
self.   This time of year amidst the joy 
lost, there are times i must use all the 
skills of my toolbox (see August 25th, 
2011 column) and then some just to 
maintain a resemblance of composure. 
my years of Dialectical Behavior Ther-
apy (DBt) will be put to the test. These 

therapies - mindfulness, interpersonal, 
emotional regulation skills and even 
distress tolerance will be needed and 
used.   For more on these DBt skills 
my march 15, 21012 column)

Everyone is on a journey. This time 
of year, the journeys are similar but with 
different set of triggers such as family 
relationships, traveling and monetary 
constraints. Even being alone for just 
a short time can generate a series of 
emotions such as despair, anxiety, frus-
tration, etc. We have become slaves to 
the season dictated by cultural com-
mercialism. This year seems particularly 
difficult with Christmas falling on a 
tuesday, meaning most people will ei-
ther be working the day before or the 
day after  - a very inductive way to enter 
the deeper Spirit of the Holy Season 
(cynicism here). no wonder so many 
have such short fuses including keeping 
to a schedule that was difficult and busy 
under “normal” circumstances.

if possible we must try to bal-
ance, continually, our material culture 
with the unseen, but not unfelt spiri-
tuality. After a month of mostly mate-
rial preparation, a joyous religious and 
spiritual season becomes a 24-hour 
event of gluttony. Christmas, coming 
in the dreariest of seasons for most of 
the world, brightens the landscape of 
our cities, but it should also brighten 
the landscape of our soul. But how does 
one go about obtaining and maintain-
ing such a mindset? i don’t have the 
answers. i fall into stress sometimes dis-
tress. my mindset must change. maybe, 

after this article is submitted.
is unnecessary stress created be-

cause my views are misguided? Can i 
pass on some of the chores? Can i omit 
the finer details? Am i creating my 
own stress by having incorrect views of 
the situations? Have i looked at all the 
options? maybe there is a way of hav-
ing control over the situation at least a 
small portion. maybe my shopping lists 
and trips can be trimmed.  i can afford 
paying a little more by shopping in one 
store and save an hour. if not, music 
can be a good way to chill. maybe i 
will take that first parking space fur-
ther up from the store and avoid the 
hassle of competing with other shop-
pers for that closer spot. Sit in car for 
a few minutes, listen to that song, take 
a few deep breaths and slow down.  i’ll 
read a magazine while waiting on line 
and not watch another customer take 
forever to pay the cashier.  maybe i’ll 
even smile and say a polite word to 

mother struggling with her children 
or the overworked cashier. (it has been 
proven that when you smile the brain 
initiates a chemical reaction that makes 
you feel better.) Focusing on, helping 
someone with their struggles of carry-
ing too much of a load – both physi-
cal and mental will make life so much 
easier. Getting out of oneself through 
helping others is the best way, The 
Christian Way.

Reducing the demands of stressful 
situations is difficult. trying to remem-
ber to do them is also difficult. Look at 
the thoughts that are driving you up the 
preverbal wall. if you cannot change the 
situations, acceptance of the issues can 
bring relief. Remember the prayer of St. 
Francis. Be proactive where and when 
you can. take regular breaks. Eat right, 
stay away from over indulging on caf-
feine and sugars. And reward yourself 
at the end of the day. i’ll try and listen 
to my own advice.

Christmas can be a season, not a 
one-day event. We should celebrate it 
as such by visiting family and friends. 
make those calls; write little notes in 
your Christmas cards. take a deep 
breath and be aware of the outside air 
refreshing your lungs. Has television 
become a soft addiction? maybe, so 
turn it off, again listen to some good 
music or that CD you wanted to listen 
to, or just enjoy the silence. try to be in 
the moment and say a little prayer, it 
can create a wonderful feeling. See how 
much more can be accomplished. Re-
member we are never truly alone.   
Glenn Slaby is married and has one son. A 
former account with an MBA, he suffers 
from mental illness. He writes part-time 
and works at the New Rochelle Public 
Library and at St. Vincent’s Hospital in 
Harrison, New York, where he receives 
therapy.

had spread throughout her body, mak-
ing an operation futile. Even X-ray treat-
ment was not an option. in fact, there 
was not the slightest chance of recovery.

The doctors insisted that max not 
tell his wife the truth. He agreed to with-
hold information about her condition 
until after an exhibition of her paintings 
in new york City.

Eliena remarked to him that she 
did not feel she was recovering from the 
surgery as quickly as she should. max 
told her, “Darling, you are not recover-
ing. i must tell you the truth. you have 
a cancer, and the doctors hold out very 
little hope.”

He could not detect the faintest 
hint or flicker of change in her outlook, 
he later would recall. From that day to 

the day of her death he “never saw a 
look of dismay or woe cross her face.” 
Eliena only asked to return to martha’s 
Vineyard “to die in the sunshine by the 
sea.” Aided by a nurse and the loyal Eula, 
originally their Croton housekeeper, 
max tended Eliena with selfless devo-
tion.

in his 1964 autobiographical work, 
Love and Revolution, he wrote, “our be-
loved Eula came from ossining to cook 
and care for us and sit at the table with 
us.” The challenge for historians was that 
he had not revealed Eula’s last name.

There has long been a connection 
between ossining’s African-American 
community and Croton. Addie Cherry, 
wife of the house painter hired by the 
Eastmans, operated the Home town 
Employment Agency in ossining and 
surely was familiar with “Eula,” having 

referred many household workers to 
families in ossining and Croton.

 “Eula,” it turns out, was Eula mae 
Daniel, born in Fayetteville, n.C., in 
1912. A longtime resident of ossining, 
she is fondly remembered by her family 
and the many friends and acquaintances 
she touched.

She raised ten children: four natural 
sons, and four adopted daughters and 
two adopted sons. She died on may 14, 
1989, at 76 years of age, and is buried at 
oak Bluffs on martha’s Vineyard, as is 
her husband, who died in June of 1998, 
according to information from their son, 
ted Daniel, of ossining.

When she sensed the end was near, 
Eliena wrote a touching note of thanks 
to friends and neighbors. to max she 
said, “in these two months you have 
repaid all i ever did for you.” Eliena 

Krylenko died on october 9, 1956, and 
is buried on martha’s Vineyard.

of this attractive, talented and ad-
mirable woman, Eastman biographer 
William L. o’neill noted that in his 
research he “never found a scrap of paper 
or a living person that speaks ill of her.”

Doris Stevens, a prominent femi-
nist and Croton neighbor for many 
years, wrote in a letter to max after his 
wife’s death: “Be comforted knowing 
that you helped Eliena to realize her 
many creative gifts.” A grieving max 
Eastman later wrote of her: “it belongs 
here to say that she died as she had lived, 
glad of every day that remained, glad to 
have lived.”
A New Church

in 1996, having become too 
cramped in its original quarters, the 
church’s congregation engaged architect 
Frank Brainard of niles, ohio, to de-

sign a new church at 304 Spring Street. 
Completed in 1997, the handsome new 
building occupies the site of the former 
ossining Hospital. (The four-story 
building across main Street was the 
hospital’s nurses’ residence.)

Eliena’s two paintings are displayed 
on the front wall of the large downstairs 
assembly hall in which Sunday School 
services are held. Despite the passage 
of 75 years, Eliena’s twin masterworks 
have retained their original charm and 
interest.

tucked away safely within the new 
Star of Bethlehem Baptist Church, the 
twin paintings are significant parts of 
Westchester’s artistic heritage and re-
minders of the county’s rich bohemian 
history.
Robert Scott is a semi-retired book publisher 
and local historian. He lives in Croton-on-
Hudson, N.Y.

By Pastor EDWARD O’HALLORAN
“Do not be afraid” were the first 
words the Angel spoke to the shep-
herds watching their flocks on that 
first Christmas night. They preceded 
the “good news of great joy”, the an-
nouncement of the birth of the long 
awaited savior.

These words: “Do not be afraid” 
are also a precise summary of the 
meaning of the entire Gospel. Since 
God became man in Jesus Christ, 

suffered, died, rose from the dead and 
sent us his Holy Spirit, we no longer 
have to be afraid of anything. God is 
not just on our side; he is one with 
us in order to make us one with him 
forever.

This profound reality contains 
not just the promise of eternal life 
with God in his heavenly kingdom. 
it is also the deepest reality of our 
lives on this earth: God is with us 
now, every single day of our lives. 

This is the peace of which those same 
angels sang on Christmas night: “on 
earth peace to those on whom his 
favor rests”.

may this peace of Christ be ours 
this Christmas, throughout the new 
year and for every day of our lives.
Father Edward O’Halloran is with St. 
Joseph’s Church in New Rochelle.

Sermon of Christmas: Do Not Be Afraid 
HOUSES OF WORSHIP
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Prepared Remarks for U.S. Attorney 
Preet Bharara
December 12, 2012
Good afternoon. my name is Preet 
Bharara, and i am the united States At-
torney for the Southern District of new 
york.

today we unseal a superseding in-

dictment that chronicles a level of gang 
violence not seen in this District for some 
time. The indictment describes a highly-
organized criminal machine that ruth-
lessly guarded its turf, blithely murdered 
its rivals, and brutally punished even its 
own members for any transgression of 
arbitrary gang rules.

As alleged, that criminal machine – 
the trinitarios Gang based in The Bronx 
– went to war against competing gangs 
and turned portions of new york City 
into a virtual shooting gallery.

The catalogue of crimes alleged is 
stunning: nine murders, 24 attempted 
murders, racketeering, robbery, as-

sault, firearms offenses, trafficking in 
crack cocaine, powder cocaine, illegal 
prescription drugs, and marijuana - you 
name it, they did it.

today’s indictment is actually the 
second in this case. The first indictment, 
unsealed almost exactly a year ago (on 
December 7, 2011) charged 50 members 
and associates of the Bronx trinitarios 
with racketeering, narcotics, and firearms 
offenses. more than half of those defen-
dants have already pled guilty.

But our work was not done, and that 
brings us to today.

The new indictment charges 14 of 
the original defendants with more serious 
crimes and 26 new defendants. So, 40 in 
total were charged today, and 50 were 
charged in the first indictment. That’s 76 
total Bronx trinitarios charged altogeth-
er, and 119 total Bronx and manhattan 
trinitarios charged since 2009.

By PEGGY GODFREY
The rush to buy gifts this 
year was shocking. Stores 
opened their doors on the 
evening of the Thanks-
giving’s day celebration, a 

traditional day for families to gather and 
celebrate. But has the commercializa-
tion of the joyous religious celebration of 
Christmas eroded the true meaning of 
this holy day? The greatest gift to Chris-
tians everywhere at Christmas is to cel-
ebrate the birth of Jesus Christ who came 
to save the world. 

Born of a woman this God-made-
man showed how God’s Kingdom is 
among us. Christ was born to a humble 

family. He brought no wealth to the 
world, and lived a simple life. When 
questioned about his Kingdom he would 
reply his Kingdom is not “of this world.” 
This should reminds us that the tradition 
of giving gifts must not overshadow that 
Jesus wanted us all to share our material 
and spiritual gifts with those in need. 

Ancient people searched for a God. 
When Jesus finally arrived, he was ac-
cepted by many as the true God. Words 
had previously been used to express peo-
ple’s faith. After Jesus was born, scripture 
stated, “And the word became flesh and 
made his dwelling among us.” This tells 
us that living in the “now” is important 
and that we should move forward posi-

tively. Salvation thus is present for us ev-
ery day.

This year, for example, some homes 
were devastated by a hurricane storm 
(Sandy). many people in the Westchester 
area lost power for days. Physical damage 
to homes, businesses and vehicles also 
occurred. While the government has 
promised to help, the immediate needs 
of many had to be addressed. in the true 
spirit of giving, many churches, businesses 
and private organizations responded to 
these people in need. The spirit of Christ-
mas and Christ can be seen in the gener-
osity of our community and nation here 
and elsewhere despite the present dismal 
economic climate. The less fortunate have 

not been forgotten.
The great tradition of Christmas, as 

a religious celebration, has been marred 
recently by those who would destroy 
its true meaning. Some schools have 
reportedly refused to let children sing 
Christmas songs. There are attacks on 
the symbols of Christmas such as calling 
Christmas shopping, “holiday” shopping. 
A particularly irreverent attack on the 
holiday is the attack on Christmas trees. 
Christmas trees were originally rejected 
by the early Christian Church. Early 
Christians followed the pagan practice 
of placing wreaths and lamps in their 
homes. in those days trees were cut down 
from the forest because they were viewed 
favorably for warding off evil spirits. try-
ing to show that this pagan practice was 
giving way to Christianity, in the eighth 

century St. Boniface reportedly cut down 
an oak tree and split it into four pieces so 
that an evergreen could be seen from the 
trunk. Christmas trees were introduced in 
1982, in the Vatican by Pope John Paul 
ii. not without controversy, in Boston an 
attempt in 2005 was made to call their 
Christmas tree a holiday tree. Lawsuits 
reversed that change.

no matter what symbols are used, 
Christmas is still a day for rejoicing. in 
Luke’s Gospel we hear the “good news 
of great joy that is for all people.” Cal-
vin Coolidge said Christmas is a “state 
of mind,” and goodwill, “to be plente-
ous in mercy, is to have the real spirit of 
Christmas.” Let us all maintain this spirit 
throughout the whole of the coming year.
Peggy Godfrey is a freelance writer, a com-
munity activist, and former educator.

A Time for All to Rejoice and Celebrate Good Will 
HOUSES OF WORSHIP

INDICTMENT

Operation Patria—Trinitarios Takedown

2022  Saw Mill River Rd., Yorktown Heights, NY 
THE ROMA BUILDING

Office & Store Space for Rent 
Prime Yorktown Location

 Office Space 965 sq ft.:  Rent $ 1650/mo.
Store  Karl Ehmers: 1100 sq ft-  $3100/mo.

Store in back: 1300 sq ft.  $2650/mo.

914.632.1230

Hi, I’m Michael J. Lindell, Inventor, Manufacturer, and CEO of 
MyPillow, Inc. Years ago, like you, I found myself extremely frustrated 
with my pillow going fl at.  I’d wake up in the morning with soreness and 
would toss and turn all night not knowing why.  I tried many different 
pillows on the market and none worked.  So, I started to research 
pillows and was adamant about creating the world’s healthiest, most 

comfortable, and most durable pillow. MyPillow® uses our unique, patented medical fi ll 
that stays cool, conforms to your exact individual needs regardless of sleep position, and 
stays healthy for your full 10-Year Warranty.  It is dust mite resistant, non-allergenic, and 
you can wash and dry it as easily as your favorite blue jeans.

 

• Snoring & Sleep Apnea
• Fibromyalgia & TMJ
• Restless Leg Syndrome
• Migraines/Headaches
• Neck & Back Pain
• Asthma/Allergies
• Anxiety & Insomnia

I have sold hundreds of thousands of 
pillows and have received thousands 
of testimonials (refer to mypillow.com)
regarding how MyPillow® has changed 
lives and helped relieved disorders such as:
Many people search for a pillow that will help them sleep comfortably. At night, you may 
be robbing yourself of highly benefi cial REM sleep. Even if you’re asleep for a full night, 
if your vertebrae are not fully supported, you may not be getting any quality, healing sleep. 
I’m so confi dent MyPillow® will help you that I’m offering an unprecedented 60-Day 
Money-Back Guarantee in addition to the 10-Year Warranty!   As a member of the Bet-
ter Business Bureau, we have an “A+” rating.  MyPillow® holds U.S. Patent #7461424.  
We do all of our own manufacturing, and all materials are 100% made in the U.S.A.  I 
truly believe MyPillow® is the best pillow in the world. God Bless!

MyPillow® is not available in stores.

Guaranteed the Most Comfortable 
Pillow You’ll Ever Own!

BUY NOW! Receive 25% off with promo code “Sleep2”
Buy 2/3 and get $5 off per pillow - Buy 4 and get $10 off per pillow 

www.MyPillow.com or 855-974-5569
Offer ends 12/31/12

             Facebook.com/mypillow @MikeMyPillow

Continued on page 14
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Early this morning more than 200 
agents and officers swept through the 
City to effect the arrests, and now 18 of 
the newly-charged 26 are in custody – 13 
from the street; 5 on writ; 5 at large; 3 in 
the Dominican Republic.

As i mentioned and as the indict-
ment describes, the bulk of the violence 
by the trinitarios was aimed at rival 
gangs including: The Bloods, The Crips, 
the Latin Kings, and gangs known as 
Dominicans Don’t Play and the FoBs. 
As you might expect, when a neighbor-
hood becomes a war zone, innocents get 
caught in the crossfire, as happened here.

As alleged, the trinitarios Gang was 
highly organized, with a strong leader-
ship structure. The lead defendant is Le-

onides Sierra, who is accused of being the 
national leader of the Gang and actually 
directing its violent operations for a time 
from inside Attica Prison.

As alleged, under Sierra, the trini-
tarios enforced its own rules with bru-
tality and ruthlessness. in one episode 
described in the indictment, Sierra or-
dered the murder of one of his gang’s 
own members simply because he was be-
lieved to be homosexual. That apparently 
was a violation of the trinitarios “code,” 
and a capital offense.

most of the time, however, the trin-
itarios directed their brutality against rival 
gang members, and as described, played 
out scene after scene of young men being 
executed in the street.

As i said, the indictment charges 

9 murders and 24 attempted mur-
ders between 2004 and 2011. of the 
9 murder victims, five were teenagers: 
Raffy tavarez, irving Cruz, and Freddy 
Polanco were all murdered in 2010. 
They were each just 19. issi Dominguez 

was murdered in 2009. He was 17. And 
Ka’Shawn Phillips was murdered in 
2005. He was just 16.

When gangs proliferate, neighbor-
hoods suffer, communities disintegrate, 
and children die. unless you like jail or 
death, there is no reason to have anything 
to do with these gangs.

today’s charges remind us that the 
Gangs of new york are alive and well, 
but that we are dedicated to extinguish-
ing them one by one. With today’s take-
down, the trinitarios may not yet be 
extinct, but they are without question an 
endangered species.

And if you just look at the array of 
law enforcement agencies assembled here 
today, you know that we are absolutely 
committed to this cause – because no one 
here wants to allow even one small step 
backward to the gang wars of the 1990s, 

and no one here wants our city to end up 
like some others that have recently seen 
startling spikes in violence, because gangs 
have gone unchecked.

That will not happen in new york 
City.

now let me end by acknowledging 
and thanking the members of the follow-
ing law enforcement agencies that helped 
to take down the trinitarios Gang:

From the nyPD, represented by 
Commissioner Ray Kelly, i would like 
to thank Chief Anthony izzo of the or-
ganized Crime Control Bureau; Chief 
Theresa Shortell, Commanding officer 
of the Gang Division; Captain James 
Kenny and Lt. Keith Coughlan of the 
Bronx Gang squad, and nyPD Detec-
tives Paul Jeselson, John urena, and Peter 
Alfonso.

George Weinbaum
ATTORNEY AT LAW

175 MAIN ST., SUITE 711-7 • WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601

FREE CONSULTATION:

Before speaking to the police... call

Criminal, Medicaid, Medicare 
Fraud, White-Collar Crime &
Health Care Prosecutions. T. 914.948.0044

F. 914.686.4873

For What is Assad Fighting?
By Dr. NASEER 
ALOMARI
As Assad finds himself 
and his most loyal gen-
erals face to face with an 
unknown destiny, the op-

tions seem to become worse day by day.
He could fight to the last breath and 

face the fate of Ghaddafi who faced his 
death at the hands of angry rebels.

The other option is to hide and try 
what Saddam Hussein tried a few years 
ago only to be captured and put to death.

There is always the old escape tech-
nique which the tunisian Bin Ali used 
before bloodshed. That option is no lon-
ger available since Assad will be brought 

to justice for crimes against humanity.
Additionally, Assad’s generals and 

close entourage will never let him board a 
plane and leave them behind after all the 
fighting and the crimes they are likely to 
answer to as a result of carrying out his 
orders.

it is absolutely fascinating to witness 
one middle Eastern dictator after anoth-
er face their destiny at the hands of the 
people they had ruled mercilessly.

Does Assad know or feel the end is 

near? How does one wake up every day 
and fight a losing battle? How does one 
plan battles with the full knowledge the 
final result will be a total loss? Does one 
fight for revenge, instinctive survival, or 
pure anger and frustration?

Assad is probably fighting because 
he really thinks he can win just as Saleh 
of yemen refused to quit because he did 
not see in his enemies a more powerful 
man than he.

These are the fault lines for now.

next week the middle East turmoil 
will move in a different direction; more 
fault lines will reveal themselves.
Dr. Naseer Alomari is a political analyst 
whose linguistic capacity and familiarity 
with different peoples in the Islamic world, 
from Morocco to Indonesia, coupled with his 
role as a principal in Yonkers and an Ameri-
can educational background makes him the 
perfect translator of events and sensibilities 
beyond the “Fault Lines” on the ground.

FAULT LINESLINES

By AYMENN JAWAD 
al-TAMIMI
The American Spectator?
December 13, 2012
http://www.meforum.
org/3401/analyzing-egypt  

With the upcoming referendum to be-
gin on Saturday in Egypt (already tak-
ing place in embassies abroad) for the 
draft constitution that is primarily the 
work of islamists from both the muslim 
Brotherhood and the Salafist factions, it 
is worth bearing the following issues in 
mind:

The military: For all intents and 

purposes, the Egyptian military is inter-
ested in keeping its distance from politics, 
safeguarding its interests in the country’s 
economy and maintaining a degree of 
autonomy from civilian government 
control.

The recent call for dialogue between 
President mohammed morsi and the 
opposition by the head of Egypt’s armed 
forces -- Abdul Fatah al-Sissi -- which 
was welcomed by opposition leader Amr 
moussa but has led to nothing practical 
yet, amounts to no more than an urge 
for calm in the face of rival rallies for 
and against the upcoming referendum. 
it does not signal a renewed desire for 

Egyptian military involvement in politics.
While the military, under former 

Supreme Council (SCAF) head mo-
hammed Hussein tantawi, did wish to 
contain the Brotherhood, the fact is that 
the balance of power decisively shifted 
with morsi’s election and his dismissal of 
tantawi in August, with Sissi being pro-
moted in tantawi’s place.

it is a mistake to see the military 
as a bastion of Egyptian secularism at 
this point. What matters for the mili-
tary now is that morsi is not going to 
interfere with its economic holdings in 
industry and agriculture; further, as Eric 
trager and Robert Satloff note, the draft 
constitution placates the military with a 
number of clauses that grant the military 
oversight over its budget, war policy, the 

appointment of the Defense minister, 
and its own independent judiciary.

islamist Vigilantes: Besides the de-
sire to keep aloof of politics, the military 
is also aware -- along with the police -- of 
the implications of being associated with 
the deaths or injuries of rival protesters in 
the current wave of rallies and counter-
rallies.

in the context of this security-force 
vacuum, islamist vigilantes are simply 
filling the gap, with some 140 people 
being “arrested” by them in clashes last 
week. indeed, the Der Spiegel article’s 
summary point that “eyewitness reports 
suggest that the police tolerated the at-
tacks” makes perfect sense in light of this 
development.

Various non-islamist political fig-
ures have also accused street thugs from 
the muslim Brotherhood in Alexandria 
and Cairo. in the case of Alexandria, one 
should note the belligerent Salafist rheto-
ric, which may point to Salafist responsi-
bility in particular for violent attacks on 
political opponents. This is not to say that 
there has been no violence from the op-
position, but the opposition is not setting 
up its own vigilantes.

The Rescinding of the november 

22 Decree: many commentators have 
interpreted morsi’s rescinding of the 
november 22 constitutional decree that 
granted him de facto dictatorial powers 
as a sign of genuine compromise owing 
to the pressure of opposition protests and 
violent unrest. morsi’s move is no such 
thing.

The decree was designed in the first 
place to hasten the process of finishing 
the draft constitution and putting it to 
referendum, sidelining the judiciary and 
the non-islamist opposition in the pro-
cess, with all actions in the interim be-
tween the passing and rescinding of the 
decree remaining beyond judicial review, 
together with the new prosecutor general 
appointed by morsi keeping his position.

The rescinding of the decree comes 
in such a way that there is nothing to 
stop the referendum from going ahead 
on Saturday -- something that is also 
indicated by an announcement on the 
part of the State Council’s Administra-
tive Court that it cannot overrule morsi’s 
decision and insistence on holding the 
referendum this Saturday because do-
ing so would infringe on the president’s 
sovereignty.
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The Draft Constitution: The best 
overview of its islamist nature is given by 
this Associated Press report, which notes 
that “the charter not only makes muslim 
clerics the arbiters for many civil rights, it 
also could give a constitutional basis for 
citizens to set up Saudi-style ‘religious po-
lice’ to monitor morals and enforce segre-
gation of the sexes, imposition of islamic 
dress codes and even harsh punishments 
for adultery and theft -- regardless of 
what laws on the books say.”

indeed, one Salafist member of 
the Constituent Assembly, yasser Bor-
hami, boasted of how the secularists and 
Christians who had quit the panel over 
the drafting of the constitution had been 
persuaded to “allow a number of crucial 
clauses that solidified Shariah, either be-
cause of bargaining or because they didn’t 
realize the articles’ significance.”

morsi and Economics: Writing in 
the Atlantic, Soner Cagaptay aims to 
portray a contrast between turkey and 
emerging islamist-led governments in 
the Arab world. in turkey, Soner claims, 

“islamization is taking place within the 
constraints of pre-existing and insti-
tutionalized Westernization,” and one 
supposed aspect of this phenomenon is 
“turkey’s embrace of liberal economics.”

on the contrary, Soner’s view is off-
base. islamist ideology outside a secular 
and Westernized framework and em-
bracing neo-liberal economic policies are 
by no means mutually exclusive. morsi’s 
proposed tax hikes, which he postponed 
at the start of this week, as part of a plan 
to secure an imF loan fit in very well to a 
neo-liberal approach in the efforts to res-
cue Egypt from its economic crisis.

While one can interpret the post-
ponement of the increases in taxation as 
a sign of government indecision on how 
to deal with the economic crisis, it is more 
likely that morsi will simply reinstate the 
tax hikes soon after the constitutional 
referendum is approved, since he has re-
alized that introducing them, which he 
knows will be unpopular, at this moment 
would give a means for the opposition to 
attract significant further support.

indeed, it is clear that morsi’s eco-
nomic plans, which have included a 
decree (passed while the november 22 
constitutional decree was in force, hence it 

is beyond legal challenge now) to increase 
government control over trade unions, 
are of grave concern to independent labor 
unions, many of which are concentrated 
in the industrial city of mahalla.

mahalla was the site of the protests 
that sparked the 2008 general strike in 
Egypt and has now seen workers throw 
out the head of the local city council and 
declare autonomy from the “ikhwani 
state,” under the guise of the “indepen-
dent Republic of Greater mahalla” (hat-
tip: Ben Jefferies in Cairo for first drawing 
this development to my attention).

of course, opposition in mahalla 
to morsi’s 22 november decree and the 
Brotherhood’s islamist ideology played 
a role in this autonomy declaration too, 
but in this context, one should also note 
the clear tensions between tunisia’s labor 
unions and the islamist-led government 
that has plans for a neo-liberal economic 
approach. in tunisia, islamist vigilantes 
have attacked the headquarters of the 
country’s main trade union: the uGtt.

Voting in the Constitutional Ref-
erendum and the Future: to conclude, 
while both the islamist factions and their 
rivals have rallied significant numbers of 
people in support of and in opposition to 

the draft respectively, it should not be in-
ferred that the vote will be split 50-50 in 
the referendum on Saturday. Rather, it is 
more likely that the referendum will see a 
majority vote in favor of the constitution.

The fact that the voting in the presi-
dential race was almost split 50-50 does 
not indicate that the country is equally 
divided between islamists and non-
islamists. in the circumstances immedi-
ately leading up to the run-off between 
morsi and Ahmed Shafik, it is clear that 
many islamists would have believed the 
election would ultimately be rigged in 
the latter’s favor, and so would not have 
turned up to vote.

Despite the call by the main op-
position organizations to vote “no” in 
the referendum (in turn, despite the an-
nouncement by the Judges Club that 
most judges will boycott the referendum, 
advisers to morsi claim they have enough 
judicial officials to oversee the voting), it 
is clear that this decision has finally come 
in the circumstances of deep division and 
indecision within opposition forces as to 
whether to boycott the referendum or 
take part in the voting.

The notion of boycotting -- now 
declared by the national Salvation Front 

to be conditional -- illustrates the se-
vere doubts within the opposition as to 
whether the draft constitution can be 
turned down.

Since the referendum will likely ap-
prove the constitution, there should be 
new parliamentary elections within two 
months, which will probably be domi-
nated by islamist factions as well. Even 
so, instability with street clashes, rival ral-
lies, and outbreaks of violence will remain 
a staple of Egypt’s political landscape.

Further, this unrest will not be lim-
ited to discontent with islamist majori-
tarianism, but will also entail issues such 
as the tax hikes and Egypt’s potential 
shift to net importer of natural gas. The 
superior position of the islamist factions 
is unlikely to be overthrown in the near 
future, but one should not discount a de-
scent into anarchy over the course of ten 
years or so.
Aymenn Jawad Al-Tamimi is a Shillman-
Ginsburg Fellow at the Middle East Forum, 
and a student at Brasenose College, Oxford 
University.
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With this release of “ike & 
tina: on The Road 1971-72,” 
fans are offered an opportunity 
to behind the scenes views of 
the band at near or at the peak 
of their popularity. Filmed by 
the noteworthy rock photogra-
pher Bob Gruen, and his wife 
nadya while they were on tour 
with the turners, plus there 
are somewhat interesting off 
stage segments. So in addition 
to some nineteen ike & tina 
(edited and for the most part 
incomplete) performances we 
also get a glimpse of the group 
at work in the recording studio, 
we see tina and the ikettes 
practicing their on-stage antics 
and get inside ike & tina’s house where we find 
tina cooking dinner and horsing around with her 
kids. The audio is pretty rough, and (the mostly 
black and white) video is even worse. The DVD 
weighs in at eighty-one minutes; there aren’t any 
bonus tracks or special features other than play the 
complete movie, chapters listing, and a pretty okay 
slideshow of still shots.

i enjoyed seeing the 
turners perform and being 
interviewed on Johnny Car-
son’s tonight Show. During 
this interview tina looks 
natural and does all the talk-
ing, but ike just sits there; 
Carson asks “Do you want 
to hold it down ike.” it’s a 
pretty funny moment that’s 
more about Carson than the 
turner’s, but it’s pretty cool 
to see. There is also a strong 
Blues (and complete) perfor-
mance of “i Smell trouble” 
with stinging ike guitar licks, 
and tina vocally nails it (in 
a short-short micro mini 
skirt) too, it’s by far the best 

segment included here. But even though a lot of 
the performances are passionate and exciting they 
are not very enjoyable because of the quality of the 
audio, i could excuse the video but felt that a major-
ity of these performances were better left unseen, 
especially the closing and somewhat erotic “i Want 
to take you Higher.”

THE SOUNDS OFBLUE
By BOB PUTIGNANO

 MUSIC

ike & tina “on the Road 1971-72: mVD Visual
On the road, On-stage, and Behind the Scenes

WhitePlainsUrgentCare.com

QUALITY, AFFORDABLE  URGENT CARE
BOARD CERTIFIED DOCTORS 

914.448.1000

+  Open 7 Days a Week
+  No Appointment Necessary
+  Short Waiting Time
+  Most Insurance Plans Accepted
+  Discount for Self -Pay Patients
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 PEOPLE

By BOB WEIR
Recently, i was watch-
ing an early morning 
television show in which 
guests are interviewed 
and opinions are offered. 

The guest was a young woman who 
writes for one of those dining etiquette 
magazines. The subject was tipping and 
the writer opined that the “traditional” 
fifteen percent was a yesterday gratu-
ity, proclaiming that 20 to 25% was the 
“expected” amount to be added to a res-
taurant bill these days. The hosts looked 
at each other incredulously and retorted 
that they might stretch to 20% for excep-
tional service, but anything beyond that 
was excessive. i couldn’t agree more. i’ve 
always been a generous tipper, but only 
when my service expectations are met. 

Several years ago, i was dining at an 
upscale restaurant in Dallas with my wife 
and a few other couples. After the usual 
round of cocktails, most of my friends 
ordered appetizers, but i declined. How-

ever, after eyeing one particularly mouth-
watering dish being served to my brother, 
who was sitting next to me, i asked the 
waiter if it was too late for me to order the 
sumptuous looking delicacy. naturally, it 
was intended to be a rhetorical question 
since diners often change their minds af-
ter seeing something they like. Therefore, 
i was stunned when the waiter snapped 
“yes” and brusquely walked away from 
the table. The others at the table were 
equally astonished at such a rude display 
of customer service. my brother, who was 
about to call the guy back and complain, 
changed his mind when i reminded him 
that we should never argue with people 
who are preparing our food. However, 
during the rest of the evening it was obvi-
ous that the server either hated his job, or 
just had a bad attitude toward everyone. 
if you’ve ever been in such a situation you 
know that an evening can be spoiled by 
such repugnant behavior.  

When the bill arrived i suggested 
to the others that we leave a ten percent 

tip, instead of the traditional 15%. Some 
argued, with good reason, that we should 
stiff the guy completely. ultimately, the 
majority ruled that 10% was more than 
generous under the circumstances. We 
left the table, still enjoying the camara-
derie of good friends and the atmosphere 
of an elegant establishment. yet, even 
that was short-lived because the waiter 
followed us to the door with the bill in 
his hand. As we were unchecking and 
donning our coats we were approached 
by this angry, resentful man, who was 
waving the leather-bound check holder 
at us and grousing bitterly. “i’m supposed 
to get at least fifteen percent!” he barked 
loudly enough to grab the attention of 
other diners, who began craning their 
necks to see what the fuss was about. 
Consequently, in addition to injecting 
irritation into our otherwise joyous eve-
ning, this disgruntled excuse for a waiter 
was adding embarrassment to the list of 
annoyances. it was unlikely that the other 
patrons knew the reason for the meager 

gratuity; hence, to them we may have ap-
peared to be chiselers. 

it was the ultimate outrage! not 
only did this guy irritate us during the 
meal, but now he had the audacity to 
make a public display of our response to 
his unpleasant conduct. i began to wish i 
had agreed with those who voted to give 
him zilch. By the way, the bill was about 
$500, which means we left him a 50 buck 
tip for practically ruining our night. Well, 
his verbal assault was met by a tongue-
lashing from me, my brother and one of 
the women from our group. We told him 
that he was lucky to receive anything and 
reminded him that tipping is voluntary, 
based on good service. nevertheless, with 
an incredible display of hubris, he main-
tained that he delivered the food to our 
table and that was all he was required to 
do. Someone from our group summoned 
the manager, who quickly pulled his ob-
streperous employee to the side and be-
gan to discretely admonish him. The still 
irate ingrate stormed away, undoubtedly 
to ruin the evening for other diners, as the 
proprietor apologized profusely for hav-
ing such a business-destroying individual 
representing his establishment.   

i fully understand that mine was 
a rare case; still, it’s a good bet that i’m 
not the only one that has ever had such 
an experience. Webster’s defines gratu-
ity as “a monetary gift, given voluntarily, 
as a reward for good service.” if we, as 
consumers, don’t adhere to that defini-
tion, how can we expect customer service 
to improve? The compulsion to tip, even 
for poor service, can be very intimidating. 
nonetheless, rewarding bad behavior can 
only lead to an increase in churlish wait-
ers who may soon demand to be paid 
even if they throw the food at you from 
the kitchen. 
Bob Weir is a veteran of 20 years with the 
New York Police Dept. (NYPD), ten of 
which were performed in plainclothes un-
dercover assignments. Bob began a writ-
ing career about 12 years ago and had his 
first book published in 1999.  Bob went on 
to write and publish a total of seven nov-
els,  “Murder in Black and White,” “City to 
Die For,” “Powers that Be,” “Ruthie’s Kids,” 
“Deadly to Love,” “Short Stories of Life and 
Death,” and “Out of Sight.” He also became 
a syndicated columnist under the title “Weir 
Only Human.”

Tipping Is A Reward for Good Service

No Guarantees: One Man’s Road Through the Darkness of Depression
Chapter Fifty Nine – Maybe I Am Someone Childlike

READING

By BOB MARRONE
All those years ago sit-
ting on the floor of 
my bedroom for hours 
reading the same sen-
tence, over and over 
again, hoping it would 

be different, i could not have imagined 
in my wildest fantasy that i would one 
day celebrate the very obsession that was 
then driving me into an abyss. “maybe 
you are somewhat childlike?” read the 
question in the self-help book. my trou-
bled soul tried to re-read it into meaning 
something, anything, else.
Looking back on it now, it seems sur-
real and unbelievable that i, or anyone, 
could actually react that way to such an 
innocuous line. yet, so powerful was my 
need to indict myself, to judge and con-
demn, that i believed it, even as i tried 
to reinterpret it. Funny that. of course it 

is true that someone who does not face 
their problems or who is looking outside 
themselves for life’s answers is behaving 
in a childlike and immature way. it was, 
indeed, true of me. But as John Casarino 
might have put it to me, “so, what do you 
want to make of it? Where is the need to 
obsess about this coming from?”
“it is bad,” i might have replied, to which 
he would certainly have countered, “i 
don’t know from good or bad. What 
does it mean to you?”
i bring this up now for two reasons: 
First, to remind you of the contrast that 
is the reaction of an agitated, depressed 
person who needs to find that which 
is damning, precarious, threatening, or 
doubt inducing, in all outside stimuli, 
versus those of the mature healthy per-
son who sees and interprets only what is 
there. it is my hope that those who ex-
perience this will gain if just by a speck 
of insight to help with their own battle 

with depression.
The second reason is to share one of the 
true joys of having gone through all of 
this, and there are several i will point 
out in these final chapters; the gift of 
being childlike. to be opened up to 
free thought and the notion, as John 
Casarino used to say, “that all things are 
possible,” is a wonderful thing. to value 
and learn the arts and literature; science 
and nature; philosophy and politics; in-
dustry and business, or whatever else in 
the universe captures my unquenchable 
curiosity has been gift i could only have 
received by letting go of the emotional 
and intellectual boundaries that limit 
ones interests and possibilities. Children 
know none of these restrictions as they 
enter the world. if they are lucky, their 
early experiences will teach them struc-
ture without walls, discipline without 
confinement, adventure without fear 
and the notion that all things are, indeed, 

possible.
Another item i collected along the way 
to writing this book was a commentary 
on being childlike. The author is un-
known, but the message is a valuable 
one:
What are the skills of a child? openness, 
light heartedness, trust, the ability to 
expect wonderful surprises; those of us 
who didn’t learn these attitudes effort-
lessly and naturally will have to practice. 
We can learn to wonder about mysteri-
ous possibilities and to expect the good 
in each new day. The world surrounding 
little children is the same world sur-
rounding us. The viewpoint is the crucial 
difference. A merry heart is matter of 
choice. today, i ask for young eyes and 
a young heart.
The path i have taken has not exactly 
delivered me from damnation to elation. 
it was an awful road, which i point out 
below, i would rather have not taken. 

But it has, indeed, left me with a light 
heart and a joy of life that few people 
i meet enjoy as much as i do. no one, 
including me…especially someone who 
has battled depression… goes through 
this life without making judgments 
about themselves and living with the 
feelings that result from them. They are 
the necessary governors of living a moral 
and meaningful life. But all too often the 
depressed person lives with the constant 
self-condemnation born of harsh judg-
ments made and punishments received 
or threatened by others (including those 
to be administered by an angry God). 
or, equally as damaging or worse, and 
sometimes in addition to undue criti-
cism and punishment, is a life circum-
stance, such as abandonment or other 
circumstances that create a conviction 
of inferiority and guilt. The dismantling 
of these barriers to self awareness; the 

Even though this video shows rare 
off stage segments “ike & tina on the 
Road” is tedious to watch and it’s just 
too much and too long to sit through. 

on a positive note i never noticed any 
odd or weird tensions between ike and 
tina. That being said, at best this is a 
one-time viewing, with not enough 
quality sounding audio and video on-

stage performances that might have 
faired better if they were complete in-
stead of edited down tunes. The herky-
jerky editing from off-stage moments 
shifting back and forth to the on stage 
tunes could have transitioned smoother 
too. But perhaps Gruen says it best; 
“if the movie ‘What’s Love Got to 

Do With it’ shows why ike and tina 
turner broke up,” but with ‘ike & tina: 
on The Road: 1971-72’ shows why ike 
and tina were together for twenty years 
before that.” So for those who want to 
know more about the turner’s fam-
ily life this DVD could work for you, 
yours truly did not have the tolerance 

to endure and found this video mostly 
boring. Long story short; this DVD is 
for ike & tina fanatics only.
Bob Putignano www.SoundsofBlue.
com.

THE SOUNDS OFBLUE
 MUSIC

Continued from page 15
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removal of the toxicity of self hate; and 
the return to a balanced, unwary psyche 
is joyful.
For me, the world became a differ-
ent place. That is why the juxtaposition 
of my illness confirming pathological 
obsession with a sentence that i inter-
preted as a condemnation, as compared 

to seeing and enjoying the world with 
the wonder and curiosity of a child is so 
worth writing about. i am, indeed, grate-
ful for being somewhat childlike. i am 
also grateful for a sense of humor that 
has evolved whereby i take myself less 
seriously, while taking the world around 
me most seriously.
A note here: i promised myself that 

when i wrote his book i would not pub-
lish another “my journey to happiness” 
sentimental type account of depres-
sion that romanticizes the experience 
like those you might find on oprah or 
the Lifetime Channel. While it is true 
that much of who i am now, and a fair 
amount of any success i have had, can 
be attributed to my experience, i want 

the reader to know the hard realities 
of dealing with depression in the most 
honest way of which i am capable. As 
such, i would much have preferred to 
have never gone through all the pain 
even if it meant that i never would have 
derived any of the benefits. i am angered 
by those accounts whose live were “en-
riched” by their troubles and how they 
would never trade in the experience if 
given the choice. Rightly or wrongly, i 

think that such proclamations are dis-
honest at worse; or, at best, a form of in-
tentional amnesia colored by the writer’s 
current circumstance.
The good news is that there is help and 
along with it, the chance for a happy and 
fulfilling life.
Bob Marrone is a freelance writer for The 
Westchester Guardian and a radio talk 
show host.

Continued from page 16
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By DAVID HOFFMAN
“Ellie paused, keenly 
feeling the time she’d 
spent in the shadow 
of this tree. She read 

the flier’s words a second time, then, 
with a terrible effort, turned her 
back to it and continued into town.

The Market was coming. “
-The Seven Markets

The genres of science fiction and fanta-
sy, no matter what period or age group 
they’ve been applied to, have always 
served the purpose of bridging gaps 

and straddling literary lines. While for 
some, it’s a vehicle for political, ethi-
cal, or philosophical ideas, others have 
viewed sci-fi and fantasy as a way to 
explore the distinctly more mundane, 
though equally mystifying experience 
of growing up, and finding the fight 
within.

Born from the great tradition of 
tolkien, Heinlein, and Gaiman comes 
the first novel in David Hoffman’s 
newest series, The Seven Markets. His 
heroine, Ellie mcReady, is a strong, 
fierce, and utterly trapped young wom-
an. Lured into the mysterious ‘market’ 
that appears every century, she soon 
finds herself enraptured with its Prince, 

only to discover that those who wander 
into the fairy-tale market don’t always 
wander out…

 “This is my take on the theme of 
a ‘real world’ character being unwit-
tingly seduced into an other-worldly, 
fantastical realm” says Hoffman, “and 
how that character exacts revenge upon 
her captor, defying time and physical 
space through the help of technology, 
talented allies – some of whom turn to 
foes – and the undying bond of family.”

The Seven Markets is one among 
many of the new generation of sci-fi 
and fantasy novels, not only engaging 
and entertaining the growing female 
yA demographic, but offering up a 

new kind of female hero – one that is as 
courageous and fierce as she is flawed 

and vulnerable. The first in his series, 
the second book will hit shelves in the 
summer of 2013, with other titles set in 
the Market universe soon to follow.

David Hoffman is the author of 
The Seven Markets and the forthcoming 
suburban fantasy, Beautiful Handcrafted 
Animals. He earned his B.A. in English 
at the university of Wisconsin, madi-
son and lives with his wife in Briarcliff 
manor, Westchester County, new 
york. Hoffman is currently working 
on two books, and really ought to sleep 
more.
Website: www.ohbalto.com Twitter: @oh-
balto Blog: ohbalto.tumblr.com Facebook: 
facebook.com/ohbalto.dhoffman
The Seven Markets is available in print 
and e-book formats from Amazon.com

READING

The Seven Markets, Volume One
Fantasy, Sci-Fi, Female Heroes and The Gateway to New Worlds of Reading 

Racy Revivals
By JOHN SIMON
two revivals of works 
by distinguished play-
wrights, one perhaps 
excessively produced, 
the other rather too rare.

The Lincoln Center Theater 75th-
anniversary production of Clifford 
odets’s “Golden Boy” is golden indeed. 
no wonder, though, that the play (very 
deserving, but no masterpiece) doesn’t 
get much reviving. it has a cast of nine-
teen, which in the present economics 
of the theater and the country is unaf-
fordable except by an institution such 
as LCt, which also produced in 2006 
odets’s “Awake and Sing!” likewise 
directed by Bartlett Sher, and a tony 
Award winner.

This is a story that resonates in all 
eras, and contains quite a bit of dis-
guised autobiography. The protagonist, 
Joe Bonaparte, is a young member of a 
blue-collar italian American family and 
a highly gifted violinist. His idealistic 
father, mr. Bonaparte (odets somehow 

mythicizes him by not giving him a 
first name) proudly anticipates his boy’s 
artistic career.

But as good or bad luck would 
have it, Joe shows up at the office of 
the middle-aged fight manager tony 
moody, as the latter learns from him 
that his star boxer has just broken his 
hand and won’t be able to perform in 
an imminent bout against a major op-
ponent. Joe insists that he could take on 
the fight.

At first neither moody nor his sav-
vy young girlfriend, Lorna moon, can 
believe it possible. But Joe convinces 
with his conviction and bravado. And 
he wins the fight.

The story proceeds on two lev-
els. There is Joe’s family, headed by his 
disapproving but still supportive father, 
who is against boxing no matter how 
rich and famous it can make Joe. There 
is Frank, Joe’s labor activist older broth-
er, and his slatternly sister, Anna, with 
her slovenly husband, Siggie, who bad-
gers mr. B. to buy him a taxicab, and a 
glum neighbor, aptly named mr. Carp.

There is also the world of tom 
moody and Lorna moon, of the 
staunch trainer tokio, the arrogant 

godfather Eddie Fuseli, who buys into 
Joe, and their motley entourage. odets 
counterposes and intertwines these dif-
ferent worlds with consummate skill.

it was his own lifelong problem: to 
write seriously for the theater or sell out 
to the much more superficial but lucra-
tive movies.

Bartlett Sher’s apt direction profits 
also from Ann Roth’s telling costumes, 
and from michael yeargan’s striking 
décor, which subsumes everything 
from an urban ghetto to a lonely park 
bench, from a seedy office to a bustling 
gymnasium, and benefits further from 
James F. ingalls’s atmospheric lighting.

Sam numrich is a fine, cocky 
Joe, sensitive underneath and as much 
needy for love as greedy for wealth. 
tony Shalhoob is greatly moving as his 
father, despite being saddled with cari-
caturally italianate English. notable 
too are Danny Burstein’s solid tokio 
and Anthony Crivello’s gangster Eddie, 
at first a bit hammy but progressively 
more persuasive.

most impressive for me was the 
Australian actress yvonne Strahovski, 
as Lorna, whom odets describes as 

 EYE ON  THEATRE

Golden Boy. Continued on page 18
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having a certain glitter but, if some-
times hard, more so from necessity 
than from choice, and with eyes hold-
ing “a soft, sad glance.” This typically 
odetsian romantic fantasy is a tall 
order, which the actress stunningly 
fulfills.

A play, then, brazenly melodra-
matic, but with an often lyrical lan-
guage, and characters who, however 
glamorized, capture our willing sus-
pension of disbelief.

Presented by Lincoln Center Theatre 
at the Belasco Theatre, 111 W. 44th St., 
NYC. Dec. 6–Jan. 20. (212) 239-6200, 
(800) 432-7250, or www.telecharge.
com.

Photo by and courtesy of Paul Kol-
nick.

Although “Glengarry Glen Ross” 
is one of David mamet’s most ef-
fective plays, a further revival after a 
winning one only seven year ago may 

seem a bit de trop. But unfavorable 
rumors and excessive delay notwith-
standing, Al Pacino has guaranteed a 
sold-out run.

The play concerns the goings-on, 
mostly internecine or even criminal, 
in a real-estate agency, such as the 
young mamet had briefly worked in. 
The agents cover the gamut from the 
young and ultraslick Richard Roma 
(Bobby Cannavale) to the aging and 
slipping Shelly Levene (Pacino); from 
the smugly amoral Dave moss ( John 
C. mcGinley) to their beleaguered su-
perior John Williamson (David Har-
bour) and the pretty nearly burnt-out 
George Aaronow (Richard Schiff). 
on target, too, are Jeremy Shamos as 
a naïve client, and murphy Guyer as a 
tough investigating detective.

The play has all the mamet comic 
nastiness, foul-mouthed braggadocio, 
and intermittent pathos, which Daniel 
Sullivan’s direction faithfully maxi-
mizes on Eugene Lee’s seedily appro-
priate scenery.

Pacino, who in the original 1983 

production was Roma, is now the 
sweaty-under-the-collar but grandiose 
Levene. He has an idiosyncratic sing-
song delivery and a kind of desperate 
posturing that are effective enough 

even if sometimes excessive. Can-
navale gets Roma’s smarmy sophisti-
cation and truculent self-confidence 
just right, as well as the rage he inflicts 
on the furniture when frustrated. 

Harbour manages to be both tough 
and vulnerable, and mcGinley neatly 
reconciles joviality with diabolism.

But the problem with the play 
remains: there is no one here for the 
viewer to sympathize, let alone iden-
tify, with. The experience is more like 
a visit to the zoo than to the theater.

Performances at the Schoenfeld 
Theatre, 236 West 45th Street, man-
hattan, new york; (212) 239-6200, 
www.telecharge.com.
Photo by and courtesy of Scott Landis.
John Simon has written for over 50 
years on theatre, film, literature, music 
and fine arts for the Hudson Review, 
New Leader, New Criterion, National 
Review, New York Magazine, Opera 
News, Weekly Standard, Broadway.com 
and Bloomberg News. Mr. Simon holds a 
PhD from Harvard University in Com-
parative Literature and has taught at 
MIT, Harvard University, Bard College 
and Marymount Manhattan College.
To learn more, visit the JohnSimon-Un-
censored.com
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Cast of Glengarry Glen Ross.

Village Focuses on More Reliable Street Lighting Upgrade
By MARY C. MARVIN
one of the main ini-
tiatives in the recent 
Capital improvement 
Plan focuses on a 
street lighting upgrade 

throughout the Village. Because of 
increased vehicular and pedestrian 
traffic, particularly in and around the 
business district, a more reliable sys-
tem is warranted.

Superintendent of Public Works, 
Rocco Circosta, has been diligent in 
researching the new technologies, 
bulbs and fixtures that have recently 
become available. We did not rush 
into a lighting plan since the technol-
ogy was changing rapidly as better 
and more efficient bulbs kept coming 
to market. The Village has benefitted 
from our deliberate approach as we 
recently found an LED bulb that will 
fit in our globe lights as well as our 
conventional overhead fixtures. up 
until just a few months ago, our only 
choice was to change out or retrofit 
our globe lights to accommodate any 
energy efficient bulb.

As background, the Village cur-

rently uses the least energy efficient 
bulb, an 189 watt incandescent fila-
ment bulb, in most of the business 
district. Due to energy efficiency 
concerns, the bulb has recently been 
phased out in the European Com-
munity. The current bulbs have an 
approximate life of 2,000 hours so 
under the most optimal of circum-
stances they must be changed twice 
a year. However, since the core of the 
bulb is a fragile filament, wind, rain 
and snowstorms take out many on 
a weekly basis. Although the bulbs 
only cost $8.00 each, they require a 
significant amount of maintenance 
time and personnel.

Currently, we are testing LED 
lights from two different manufac-
turers in the three lights at the in-
tersection of midland Avenue and 
Pondfield Road. i ask you to take 
notice and share your feedback.

important in our analysis of any 
of the bulbs is the amount of light 
emitted, the balance of color as some 
lights have a white, yellow or bluish 
cast and the general ambient effect 
upon the Village.

in the very near future, our De-
partment of Public Works will be 
placing the most recent evolution of 
LED lights on Parkway Road from 
the Village line to the Avalon. This 
neighborhood was chosen because 
of the active involvement of residents 
in a neighborhood association, which 
we are counting on to give us feed-
back.

in addition, the lights are at vari-
ous heights and distances from the 
curb on Parkway Road which affect 
the lumens thus offering a good test 
case because of the variety of the 
poles.

Currently, the Village spends 
$120,000 per year illuminating our 
public spaces. Though the new LED 
bulbs cost $300 each versus the cur-
rent $8 cost, their life expectancy is 
eight to ten years. The LED bulb, 
only 40 watts, actually emits more 
lumens than the 189 watt bulb cur-
rently in our fixtures. The newer bulbs 
will also require much less mainte-
nance and will reduce the number of 
outages.

When the entire inventory 

of Village light fixtures (536) are 
changed over to LED bulbs, we an-
ticipate a savings of over 75% in en-
ergy costs alone, without even taking 
into account the maintenance and 
labor costs of replacing the current 
fragile filament bulbs.

The current Capital Budget pro-
vides for $30,000 to “re-lamp” 100 of 
the over 500 fixtures in the Village, 
with initial emphasis on the business 
district.

Expecting this first foray to prove 
successful, we will continue to add 
capital funds going forward to re-
lamp the entire Village.

We continue to monitor govern-
ment sites for any available energy 
efficiency grants that may help to 
defray our costs and/or take advan-
tage of the terms of low interest loans 
from the new york Power Authority.

our deliberate approach on this 
project has resulted in the Village ul-
timately receiving a better product at 
a reduced cost.

Please share your opinions with 
us at Village Hall as to the quality of 
the test fixtures and their illumina-

tion.
on the same subject of lighting, 

or more precisely the lack thereof 
during Hurricane Sandy, many of 
you have inquired about the feasibil-
ity of burying the seemingly fragile 
overhead wires. i reached out to Con 
Edison staffers and learned that the 
cost of burying wires is $5 million to 
$7 million per lane mile (our Village 
has the equivalent of 17 lane miles) 
with an additional responsibility 
of between $5,000 to $20,000 per 
homeowner, the variance based on 
whether the terrain is rocky near the 
hook-up from street to house.

Perhaps a more doable approach 
is to work with Con Edison to bury 
or protect the feeder lines that elec-
trify so many ancillary lines through-
out the Village. Surely, there has to 
be something more we can do to 
eliminate what happened in the Vil-
lage during Hurricane Sandy, espe-
cially since the outages occurred even 
though the storm did not even reach 
a Category 1 hurricane in severity.
Mary C. Marvin is the mayor of the 
Village of Bronxville, New York. If you 
have a suggestion or comment, consider 
directing your perspective by directing 
email to mayor@vobny.com.
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BUDGET

Statement on Westchester County Budget
By JOANNA STRAUB
TA R R Y T O W N , 
NY -- The budget 
signed by the County 
Executive last Fri-

day, December 7, 2012, will severely 
compromise the nonprofit sector. 
This budget cuts millions of dollars in 
funding to a wide range of organiza-

tions, including those that provide 
food to the hungry, legal services to 
those experiencing domestic violence, 
health care to the working poor, 
and arts programs for disadvantaged 
communities.

nonprofits provide vital services 
that support services for hundreds 
of thousands of county residents at a 
lower cost than government and the 

private sector. ultimately the county 
wins from having a strong, caring and 
quality response mechanism in place.

While government grants are 
not the primary source of revenue for 
most nonprofits, many organizations 
have suffered repeated cuts year after 
year and are already in a strained po-
sition. nonprofits will have no choice 
but to cut essential services to those 

who need them most; some organi-
zations may be forced to cease opera-
tions all together.

A budget that further weakens 
the nonprofit sector lacks a strategic 
focus and remains a short term fix, 
doing greater damage to the county 
in the long run. This budget has 
been hailed as a compromise. A truly 
compromise budget would take into 
consideration the needs, capabilities 
and vulnerabilities of this important 
sector.

Nonprofit Westchester: The non-
profit sector is comprised of over 
5,000 organizations in Westches-
ter who collectively employ nearly 
100,000 people. nonprofit Westches-
ter advocates on behalf of nonprofits 
and works to improve public aware-
ness and build the capacity of non-
profits in our community. Learn 
more at www.npwestchester.org.
Joanna Straub is  executive director 
of  Nonprofit Westchester.

GOVERNMENT

Tensions Flare Between Legislators and County Executive As 2013 Budget Deadline Looms Closer
By BARY ALYSSA 
JOHNSON
Residents of the 
County of Westchester 
are caught in the cross-

fire of a political battle between the 
Board of Legislators (BoL) and the 
County Executive in terms of reach-
ing an agreement on the 2013 pro-
posed budget. 

The Democratic and Republi-
can caucuses of the BoL as well as 
County Executive Rob Astorino are 
engaging in heated discussions as 
their futile attempts to come to a fair 
and impartial budget plan are falling 
to pieces. With the budget due to be 
finalized in two weeks, a ceasefire 
may well be but a pipe dream as tem-
pers flare between lawmakers. Each 
side continues to vehemently insist 
that their budgetary models are supe-
rior to the others.

Last week legislators opted to 
re-commit Astorino’s own proposed 
2013 budget in a bid to produce an 
amended and more fiscally sound 

plan. major players on the BoL were 
hopeful that a more promising finan-
cial fate may lay in wake if Astorino 
would acknowledge his budget’s al-
leged shortcomings and alter the 
plan to aim toward a fairly balanced 
outcome.

“The Board of Legislators is 
letting the County Executive know 
that his fiscally irresponsible budget 
hurts too many Westchester fami-
lies,” said BoL Chair Ken Jenkins 
(D-yonkers). “We’re giving him the 
opportunity to reconfigure key com-
ponents of the budget and present 
a new plan…the ball is back in the 
County Executive’s court, and we 
look forward to a better budget with 
the proper adjustments.”

Among the adjustments that 
Jenkins and his colleagues would like 
to be introduced are, first off, to re-
frain from the practice of borrowing 
and bonding to pay for county oper-
ating costs. 

“our [Democratic budget] is 
more fiscally responsible,” BoL 
spokesperson tom Staudter told 

the Westchester Guardian in an in-
terview. “We’re not borrowing…
we have a $135 million unrestricted 
‘fund balance’ in the bank that is there 
for us to pay now for things like com-
munity programs instead of increas-
ing costs so that next year more will 
have to be borrowed.”

The Westchester County League 
of Women Voters agrees with the 
overall feeling of the BoL Demo-
crats, as they publicly criticized As-
torino’s bonding and borrowing plan 
for tax certioraris and pension costs 
and described it as “unsustainable in 
the long run.”

other budget adjustments that 
Jenkins and his colleagues deem criti-
cal to reassess include refraining from 
cutting subsidized day care, youth 
services and neighborhood health 
centers. Also, while BoL Republi-
cans have agreed in the prudence of 
restoring some public safety jobs that 
Astorino sought to axe, other jobs, 
such as DSS case workers, and pro-
bations and corrections officers will 
be given the heave-ho,  as it seems 

Astorino intended to do from the 
beginning.

BoL Chair Jenkins displayed a 
pessimistic outlook when he recently 
revealed that even if the budget pro-
cess were to be procedurally “cleaned 
up,” the outcome would not change 
the “Republican-led, Astorino-fed” 
budget that may very well garner le-
gal approval if steps are not taken to 
avoid the possible pitfalls of such a 
proposal.

A stubborn refusal by Jenkins 
not to quit or settle on the matter 
of a questionably fair budget led the 
BoL Chair to contact BoL minor-
ity Leader Jim maisano (R-new Ro-
chelle) and request that the two meet 
as soon as possible to iron out some 
kinks and work together toward a 
newly designed bipartisan budget 
proposal.

“The budget [we have now] is 
not right for Westchester,” Jenkins 
insisted. 

BoL Vice Chair Lyndon Wil-
liams (D-mount Vernon) vocalized 
his agreement with Jenkins when he 

announced that “Astorino’s budget 
decisions are flawed…the people of 
Westchester deserve better.”

The possibility of all of the po-
litical parties involved in the 2013 
budget proposal process coming to 
an agreement and creating the best 
financial blueprint for the county is 
doubtful, to say the least. if this group 
of politicians fails to forge ahead with 
a successful fiscal plan for the com-
ing year in less than two weeks’ time, 
then all of the current efforts will be 
scrapped.

County law decrees that the cut-
off date for the 2013 budget proposal 
is December 27, 2012. if that date 
comes and goes without agreement 
on a viable budget, then the county 
is mandated to revert back and adopt 
the same budget that was used in 
2012.

“Returning to last year’s budget 
will be a huge improvement and big 
step toward fiscal stability compared 
to what the County Executive is pro-
posing,” Harckham said.

GOVERNMENT

Board of Legislators Unanimously Approves Fracking Waste Ban in Westchester County
By BARY ALYSSA 
JOHNSON
The Westches-
ter County  
Board of Legislators 
(BoL) voted unani-

mously to approve legislation this 
week that was created to face, head-
on, the environmental implications 
related to the practice of hydro-

fracking. The decision was met with 
a thundering round of applause by 
proponents of the bill who were in 
attendance for the meeting.

Sponsors of the bill designed 
it in order to set standards that in-
clude banning the sale, application 
and disposal in Westchester County 
of the waste products that are a re-
sult of the natural gas drilling op-

erations known as fracking. Prior 
to this week’s unanimous vote in 
favor of said legislation, the bill re-
ceived earlier approval in the BoL 
Government operations Commit-
tee, chaired by Legislator Catherine 
Borgia (D-ossining) and the BoL 
Legislation Committee, which is 
chaired by Legislator Bill Ryan (D-
White Plains).

“As hydro-fracking increases 
around the northeast, gas com-
panies will look for different ways 
in which to dispose of all the toxic 
waste that result from the…pro-
cess,” Legislator Ryan said. “The 
legislation passed by the Board to-
day warns natural gas extractors that 
Westchester will not be a dumping 
site for this hazardous waste.”

There are multiple kinds of 
waste produced by the practice of 
fracking and almost all of them pose 
harmful health and environmental 
risks. The gas companies who engage 
in fracking have to get rid of the in-
dustrial waste products somehow 
and have come up with various ways 
to accomplish this. These companies 

http://maps.google.com/maps?ll=41.0691666667,-73.8597222222&spn=0.1,0.1&q=41.0691666667,-73.8597222222%20(Tarrytown%2C%20New%20York)&t=h
http://maps.google.com/maps?ll=41.0691666667,-73.8597222222&spn=0.1,0.1&q=41.0691666667,-73.8597222222%20(Tarrytown%2C%20New%20York)&t=h
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/County_executive
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/County_executive
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voluntary_sector
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legal_aid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Health_care
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Working_poor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grant_%28money%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nonprofit_organization
http://maps.google.com/maps?ll=41.1512694444,-73.7571555556&spn=3.0,3.0&q=41.1512694444,-73.7571555556%20(Westchester%20County%2C%20New%20York)&t=h
http://www.npwestchester.org/
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Campaign Finance Reform Likely in 2013
THE ALBANY CORRESPONDENT

By CARLOS GONZALEZ
ALBANY, NY –  
Will 2013 be the year 
campaign finance re-
form will be debated 
in Albany? it’s not 

clear yet what shape or direction 
any legislation will take, or whether 
public financing of campaigns will 
be included in any package or agen-
da, but state leaders are giving us 
strong indicators that it will. 

Governor Cuomo says he’s put-
ting campaign finance reform at the 
top of his list of priorities for the 
new session.   Sources in his press 
office say he intends to introduce a 

major blueprint at his State of the 
State speech on January 9th too.

“We have a hodge podge quilt 
of rules and regulations that apply 
to lobbying and campaigns that 
make no sense,” Cuomo said re-
cently. “And people get to hide in 
the shadows. So we’re going to put 
together a fundamental reform.”

Competing with the Governor 
is Attorney General Eric Schnei-
derman over proposals to close 
loopholes that have led to the rise 
of what critics call “dark money” in 
elections. 

“Dark money” is the filthy little 
secret that engines Albany.   most 

legislators are quick to denounce 
“dark money,” but mostly all have 
received it.

An estimated hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars was spent by outside 
groups in the 2012 elections too all 
indirectly helping elected officials. 
The groups formed as not for profits 
under a tax exemption corporation, 
known as 501(c)4’s.

The entities are originally sup-
posed to be for social welfare pur-
poses, and do not have to disclose 
donors or amounts of money they 
spend on electioneering.

AG Schneiderman has pro-
posed requiring the not for profits 

based in new york to make public 
their donors and any money they 
spend over $10,000 to influence 
state and local elections.  

Governor Cuomo says he’ll 
require the not for profits that are 
based anywhere   in the uS to dis-
close their donors and detail what 
how they spend their money.

Senate Republican Leader 
Dean Skelos, who will be in charge 
of the Senate in January, along with 
the breakaway independent Demo-
cratic Conference, cast doubt on 
whether public financing would be 
part of any campaign reforms.

“my concern is that when we’re 
dealing with deficits, you’d have po-
tentially  $200 million in taxpayer 
dollars going to be spent on cam-

paign financing,” Skelos said.
CHAmBER nEWS:
trailing by more than 2,100 

votes, longtime state Sen. Stephen 
Saland on Thursday conceded the 
race in new york’s 41st Senate 
District to Democratic challenger 
terry Gipson.

The defeat brings Saland’s ca-
reer of more than three decades in 
state government to a close.

in a prepared statement, Sa-
land, R-Poughkeepsie, said he con-
ceded after learning the final count 
of absentee ballots and affidavits. 
The race between Saland and Gip-
son was close enough at the end of 
Election Day, nov. 6, that it could 
not be decided until the paper bal-
lots in the race, which also included 
Conservative Party candidate neil 
DiCarlo, were counted.

meanwhile in the undecided 
46th Senate District:

An appellate court has rejected 
a motion to stall ballot counting in 
the five-county 46th State Senate 
District, and elections officials are 
scheduled to begin opening roughly 
385 ballots Friday morning.

Lawyers for Republican As-
semblyman George Amedore and 
Duanesburg Democrat Cecilia 
tkaczyk spent the last two weeks 
arguing over 887 absentee and af-
fidavit ballots, about three-quarters 
of which were laid aside due to ob-

routinely send contaminated water, 
a product of the fracking process, to 
water treatment plants in a bid to 
rid the water of the waste. The by-
products of fracking are also used as 
salt-based de-icers to aid in clearing 
county roads in inclement winter 
weather.

“A municipality might spend 
money to purchase this waste if 
they didn’t realize [it existed]. Gas 
companies looking to get rid of the 
waste are offering it to municipali-
ties as road salt and they’re selling it 
cheaply,” Legislator Borgia told the 
Westchester Guardian in an inter-
view. “Wastewater treatment plant 
companies may accept business 
from the gas companies to clean 

this tainted water without realiz-
ing the environmental and health-
oriented trouble they could cause in 
their municipalities.”

in terms of specific waste 
products created during the frack-
ing process, they include: water 
contaminated with chemical addi-
tives, naturally occurring radioac-
tive materials and leachate from 
solid wastes. The legislation intro-
duced by the BoL now prohibits 
introducing fracking waste into 
wastewater treatment and sewage 
facilities in Westchester or oper-
ated by the county, the sale of such 
waste within the county and the 
application of natural gas waste to 
any roadway or property within the 
county.

“This legislation doesn’t take a 
position on fracking, just the dis-
posal of fracking waste,” Borgia 
said. “As long as fracking is going 
on, people will have to get rid of the 
waste. This bill is to prevent future 
economic and ecological problems.”

in terms of enforcement of the 
legalities set forth in this legislation, 
the responsibility will not be that of 
law enforcement officers like local 
police. Rather, the Board of Health 
and Department of Environmen-
tal Facilities will be in charge of 
keeping tabs on fracking-based 
waste removal processes. Penalties 
for violation of the fracking by-
product disposal process – which 
are, legally speaking, unclassified 
misdemeanors – include fines up-

wards of $25,000 and up to 30 days 
in prison.

“The legislation came to us 
through environmental advocates 
who took on the responsibility of 
educating members of the Board of 
Legislators,” Borgia said. “our bill 
is loosely modeled on legislation 
based in another county and other 
[lawmakers] are modeling their 
own legislation after ours.”

Before the proposed legislation 
that came to fruition this week can 
officially be passed into law, County 
Executive Robert Astorino must 
approve of and sign off on the bill. 
The County Executive typically has 
10 days to determine whether or 
not he will sign a law, detail it or 
let it pass.

“no, Astorino has not signed it 
yet,” Borgia said. “We haven’t heard 
anything about what he intends to 
do with this legislation.”

Assuming Astorino has the 
best interests of the county envi-
ronment and residents at heart, one 
should hope that he will stand firm 
against fracking waste disposal and 
give the go-ahead to pass the bill. 
once that happens, the BoL will 
see to it that the laws they’ve in-
troduced will begin being officially 
enforced within 60-90 days.

“What we’ll do in that 2-3 
month time frame is send out in-
formation to municipalities, edu-
cate them and give them the details 
about why we passed this legisla-
tion,” Borgia said.

Board of Legislators Unanimously Approves Fracking Waste Ban in Westchester County
Continued from page 19

My name is Diana N. O’Neill, and I’m a Holistic Health Practitioner. I‘ve earned my degrees 
from the American Institute of Holistic Theology, and I am board-certified by the American 
Association of Drugless Practitioners. I adhere to the highest standards of research and 
professionalism, and dedicate myself to the physical, mental and spiritual well-being 
of my clients. 

I will help you uncover your inner healing power, by counseling you to discover the 
effect of your illness. You’ll be guided through the phases of acknowledgement 
and naming, claiming (excepting), and letting go. I will journey with you during 
challenging times, such as grieving a loved one, recovering from a negative 
relationship, as well as experiences that seem initially strange and unknow-
able. You’ll also learn how to employ meditation to achieve greater clarity and 
purpose.  

My years of study have enabled me to expertly direct you through these drug-
less alternatives to healing: 

·    Chakra Therapy
·    Counseling
·     Exploring the course of illness by ministering to body, mind and spirit 
·    Energy Healing: Reikki-Therapeutic Touch-Laying on of hands,
·    Hypnotism

·    Guided Meditation 
·    Power of Prayer/Mind Power

·    Spiritual and Psychic Healing
·    Spiritual Development

Please contact me at my office at:
Holistic Health Services
Diana N. O’Neill, Holistic Health Practitioner
1600 Harrison Avenue, Suite 307A
Mamaroneck, New York 10543

Holistic Health Services
ADVERT ISEMENT

ADVERT ISEMENT

914.630.1928
By appointment only
Free consultation will be 
given on first visit

Continued on page 21
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Main Street Looses War with Wall Street
By BOB K. BOGEN
it is often noted that 
the holiday season 
produces one-third 
of the year’s earnings 
of the year for many 

main Street businesses. That ap-
pears to be of little interest to those 
who effectively make federal policy 
on Wall Street. 

it is clear Wall Street has big-
ger fish to fry. namely, the attention 
of their Republican hired hands in 
Congress who have subscribed for 
many years to a singular menu, to 
cook up more billions for billion-
aires. main Street business small 
fry, dollars to donuts, watches, 
sweaters, coats and all the other 
holiday economic activity will just 
have to simmer along and hope to 
survive through another pinched 
shopping season this year. Their 
employees and employers can just 
shove it, while praying for econom-
ic survival in 2013. 

Americans did manage sub-
stantial gift buying and related 
splurges on the big sales offered 
on Thanksgiving’s Black Friday. i 
confess the door-buster price re-
ductions were mighty magnets even 
for modest family money managers 
like me. And in picking up long 
deferred electronic needs i saw the 
impressively filled midnight park-
ing lots that night.

But these are not the boom 
years of the ‘90s decade, the Clin-
ton Democratic times of great eco-
nomic expansion, wide prosperity, 
and jobs, jobs, and more jobs. in 
the last decade, led by little Bush, 
some young fry have come to call 

him “Shrub”, went with Republi-
cans on behalf of Wall Street. The 
result of such short-term promo-
tion, typified by preoccupation with 
the next quarterly dividend, was the 
2008 Stock market crash and deep 
recession that seriously echoed the 
Depression of the 1930s. 

Folks and small businessmen 
fortunate enough to survive the 
crash, as well as the millions, of 
their home and business foreclo-
sures since, have not forgotten and 
are now wary. The enormous, Re-
publican manufactured hoax of the 
“fiscal cliff ” has swelled the concern 
of the man in the street, the men 
and women who manage family 
budgets on main Street. our na-
tion can certainly pay interest costs 
and dividends on federal bonds and 
might even manage to economi-
cally refinance some of our debt at 
current reduced interest rates.

The urgent issue this month 
has been whether the antediluvian 
Republicans in the House of Rep-
resentatives would promptly act to 
assure consumers and businesspeo-
ple that taxes for 98%, or even 99% 
of Americans, will not jump up 
starting on January 1, 2013. Some 
have devoutly wished that approval 
of the Senate bill, or a close facsim-
ile, would be approved at least some 
days before the end of the huge 
Christmas shopping season. 

The main sticking point has 
been the obscene Republican de-
mand that the very low current 
taxes on the hyper-rich also be 
extended. This, along with intoler-
able requirements that many es-
sential federal programs be cut, 
on the phony premise argued that 

the budget must be balanced each 
year. unfortunately the Democrats 
caved in on most of the same set of 
grotesque demands earlier in the 
obama regime in order to get at 
least some action out of the almost 
universally reviled Republicans’ ear-
lier threat. it is not possible, even 
now, to find one out of ten citizens 
who respect the “do-nothing” Re-
publican Congress.

And in what Holy Book is it 
written that the united States must 
each year balance its budget? is it in 
the new testament? Perhaps in the 
old testament? maybe in the Holy 
Koran? no, not even in our Con-
stitution, written by our amazing 
Founding Fathers, or even in any of 

the many amendments to our u.S. 
Constitution! And not even in any 
modern economic text book.

As we have explained previ-
ously, nobel laureate economists 
confirm that it is essential to adopt 
annual budget deficits from time to 
time in order to pay the enormous 
cost of wars and bad economic 
times, with repayments in more 
prosperous years. This was acted out 
in the prosperous Clinton 1990s, 
where his administration began 
repaying the enormous Republican 
Reagan years of major deficits with 
annual budget surpluses. 

it is true that states in our 
country, as a result of the 1930s 
depression, have been required to 
have balanced budgets, excepting, 
i believe, for voter approved special 
purpose bonding. As a result, it is 

no miracle that mitt Romney and 
other state governors “chose” to 
have balanced annual budgets. The 
same general objective holds for 
family budgets, but is simply not a 
rational rigid rule for national an-
nual budgets in very difficult years 
or very prosperous years.

it is still remains continu-
ally irritating for Republican lead-
ers, at this late date, to continue 
their demand for cuts in proposed, 
very modest tax increases, for the 
marginal Rates on income over 
$200,000. of course they would 
prefer to have as close to zero in-
creases over their Bush windfalls. 
They want obama to offer rates 
under the two to four percent he 
mentions! How much gumption 
would it take to start the negotia-

LE G A L  A D S

Notice of Formation

Xquisite Coffee Plantation LLC, Arts. of Org. filed with SSNY on 6/11/2012. Off. Loc.:Westchester Cnty. 
SSNY designated as agent of LLC whom process may be served SSNY shall mail process to: c/o The 
LLC, 12 Steven Dr., Unit 10, Ossining, NY 10562.Purpose: all lawful activities. Lastest date LLC to dis-
solve: No specific date.

Michael Hill Media LLC arts filed  7/20/2012.  Off. Loc.: Westchester Cnty. SSNY designated agency LLC  
whom process may be served. SSNY shall mail process to c/o The LLC,  160 Underhill Ave. #2, West 
Harrison, NY 10604. Purpose: All legal activities.

C L A S S I F I ED  A D S
Office Space Available-

Prime Location, Yorktown Heights
1,000 Sq. Ft.: $1800. Contact Wilca: 

914.632.1230

Prime Retail -  
Westchester County

Best Location in Yorktown Heights
1100 Sq. Ft. Store $3100; 1266 Sq. Ft. store 

$2800 and 450 Sq. Ft. Store $1200.

jections from the Amedore camp.
Amedore leads tkaczyk by 111 

votes, but her attorneys have said 

she would pull into the lead as more 
ballots are counted.  

A win by Amedore would give 
Republicans an outright 32-vote 

majority in the chamber, thus de-
valuing the recent coalition formed 
by the GoP and members of the 
independent Democratic Confer-

ence. 
on tHE HoRiZon:
We’ll be asking local elected of-

ficials to define the top three pieces 
of legislation they hope to work 
on for 2013.  We’ll also follow the 
first days of Senator Latimer as he 

makes his way into a new chamber.  
Carlos Gonzalez pens The Albany 
Correspondent column. Direct com-
ments and inquiry to carlgonz1@
gmail.com.

THE ALBANY CORRESPONDENT

Campaign Finance Reform Likely in 2013

Continued on page 22

Continued from page 20
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By HENRY J. STERN
As the year 2012 
limps to a soggy close, 
we look back at what 
has occurred during 
our most recent cir-

cuit of the sun. The most impor-
tant event of the year, however was 
not man made, unless you believe 

the people who say the changing 
climate is the result of our failed 
stewardship of the planet.

it is true that we have plun-
dered the earth by extracting its 
valuables, polluting its skies and 
oceans, and destroying protective 
layers of the stratosphere. But we 
are not ready to believe that any 
calamity that society faces is the 

result of human greed.
This thought recurs to me: 

What did our ancestors do to bring 
about the ice Age and then to 
cause it to depart, a process which 
continues today?

i believe that some products 
currently in use will be found 
to have varying levels of toxic-
ity which may shorten people’s 

lives. When one looks at the now 
anachronistic tobacco advertising 
of a half century ago, with “doctors” 
in white coats extolling particular 
brands, one wonders which sub-
stances we consume readily today 
will similarly be found to have less 
salubrious effects than those adver-
tised.

much of the television adver-
tising that promotes a variety of 
remedies is now required to con-
tain so many caveats and warnings 
that cautious people might hesitate 
to purchase the product offered for 
sale. That could be an intermedi-
ate step toward state control (the 
nanny state); first comes labeling, 
then description of consequences 
and limitations on container size 
and ingredients, then restriction of 
purchases and, ultimately, prohibi-
tion. This may be wise or foolish; 
that depends on the effects on hu-
man beings of the material in ques-
tion. The process should be subject 
to scientific standards of truth.

in a world where scientific 
knowledge is rapidly advancing 
(except, it is said, in public schools 
in the united States) we should be 
aware that there are questions to-
day which we will be able to answer 
in the future, and we should respect 
species of animals and plant life 
which it will be impossible to gen-
erate once they are become extinct.

to summarize these intuitive 
thoughts, we would urge our soci-
ety to proceed with care in matters 
relating to ecosystems.

There is, unfortunately, a real 
conflict between unbridled capi-
talism or any sense of authority 
and preservation of life. The most 
vivid example today may be the in-
discriminate slaughter of elephant 
calves because of the high value of 
ivory. A corporation may purchase 

a mountain top to strip its vegeta-
tion and flatten it, purchase a lake 
and fill it in or buy a forest and 
clear cut it, removing every tree. 
There are often similar situations 
which have not been publicized, 
and private owners may be as un-
relenting as public agencies.

The fact is that governments 
in much of Africa are too weak to 
combat the ivory traders, just as 
other governments are not strong 
enough to prevent the flow of 
narcotics from African and Asian 
poppy fields to European and 
north American consumers.

The problems our planet faces 
today include the risk of nuclear 
proliferation, the spread of chemi-
cal weapons of mass destructions 
and biological poisons to terrorists, 
both state and non-state.

none of the above problems 
should discourage any of us from 
good works. We should, however, 
keep in mind that all our neighbors 
may not have the same value sys-
tems or reverence for life that we 
aspire to. others have grievances 
that may have fostered for millen-
nia.

meanwhile, we should be 
grateful for the blessings we enjoy 
today, starting with life and liberty. 
We should do whatever we can to 
extend these blessings to everyone. 
Those of us who are so inclined 
may consider this our holiday mes-
sage.

Follow rule 19 – B: Be kind to 
man and beast.

new york Civic extends to all 
of you our best wishes for the new 
year.
Henry J. Stern is the founder and 
president of New York Civic.

2012 Was a Year of Trials
We Hope for a Better 2013

 NEW YORK  CIVIC
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George Weinbaum
ATTORNEY AT LAW

175 MAIN ST., SUITE 711-7 • WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601

FREE CONSULTATION:

Before speaking to the police... call

Criminal, Medicaid, Medicare 
Fraud, White-Collar Crime &
Health Care Prosecutions. T. 914.948.0044

F. 914.686.4873
Professional Dominican

Hairstylists & Nail Technicians

Yudi’s Salon 610 Main St, New Rochelle, NY 10801 914.633.7600

Hair Cuts • Styling • Wash & Set • Perming
Pedicure • Acrylic Nails • Fill Ins • Silk Wraps • Nail Art Designs

 Highights • Coloring • Extensions • Manicure • Eyebrow Waxing

LEGAL NOTICESCLASSIFIED ADS
Office Space Available-

Prime Location, Yorktown Heights
1,000 Sq. Ft.: $1800. Contact Wilca: 914.632.1230

Prime Retail - Westchester County
Best Location in Yorktown Heights

1100 Sq. Ft. Store $3100; 1266 Sq. Ft. store $2800 and 450 Sq. Ft. 
Store $1200.

Suitable for any type of business. Contact Wilca: 914.632.1230

HELP WANTED
A non profit Performing Arts Center is seeking two job positions- 1) Direc-
tor of Development- FT-must have a background in development or expe-
rience fundraising, knowledge of what development entails and experi-
ence working with sponsors/donors; 2) Operations Manager- must have a 
good knowledge of computers/software/ticketing systems, duties include 
overseeing all box office, concessions, movie staffing, day of show lobby 
staffing such as Merchandise seller, bar sales. Must be familiar with POS 
system and willing to organize concessions. Full time plus hours. Call (203) 
438-5795 and ask for Julie or Allison

FAMILY COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER
In the Matter of ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
     SUMMONS AND INQUEST NOTICE

Chelsea Thomas (d.o.b. 7/14/94),    

A Child Under 21 Years of Age   Dkt Nos. NN-10514/15/16-10/12C

Adjudicated to be Neglected by    NN-2695/96-10/12B 
     FU No.: 22303

Tiffany Ray and Kenneth Thomas,
  Respondents.     X
NOTICE: PLACEMENT OF YOUR CHILD IN FOSTER CARE MAY RESULT IN YOUR LOSS OF YOUR 
RIGHTS TO YOUR CHILD. IF YOUR CHILD STAYS IN FOSTER CARE FOR 15 OF THE MOST RECENT 
22 MONTHS, THE AGENCY MAY BE REQUIRED BY LAW TO FILE A PETITION TO TERMINATE 
YOUR PARENTAL RIGHTS AND COMMITMENT OF GUARDIANSHIP AND CUSTODY OF THE 
CHILD FOR THE PURPOSES OF ADOPTION, AND MAY FILE BEFORE THE END OF THE 15-MONTH 
PERIOD.

UPON GOOD CAUSE, THE COURT MAY ORDER AN INVESTIGATION TO DETERMINE WHETH-
ER THE NON-RESPONSENT PARENT(s) SHOULD BE CONSIDERED AS A RESPONDENT; IF 
THE COURT DETERMINES THE CHILD SHOULD BE REMOVED FROM HIS/HER HOME, THE 
COURT MAY ORDER AN INVESTIGATION TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE NON-RESPONDENT 
PARENT(s) SHOULD BE SUITABLE CUSTODIANS FOR THE CHILD; IF THE CHILD IS PLACED AND 
REMAINS IN FOSTER CARE FOR FIFTEEN OF THE MOST RECENT TWENTY-TWO MONTHS, THE 
AGENCY MAY BE REQUIRED TO FILE A PETITION FOR TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS OF 
THE PARENT(s) AND COMMITMENT OF GUARDIANSHIP AND CUSTODY OF THE CHILD FOR THE 
PURPOSES OF ADOPTION, EVEN IF THE PARENT(s) WERE NOT NAMED AS RESPONDENTS IN 
THE CHILD NEGLECT OR ABUSE PROCEEDING.

A NON-CUSTODIAL PARENT HAS THE RIGHT TO REQUEST TEMPORARY OR PERMANENT CUS-
TODY OF THE CHILD AND TO SEEK ENFORCEMENT OF VISITATION RIGHTS WITH THE CHILD.

BY ORDER OF THE FAMILY COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

TO THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT(S) WHO RESIDE(S) OR IS FOUND AT [specify 
address(es)]:  

Last known addresses: TIFFANY RAY: 24 Garfield Street, #3, Yonkers, NY 10701

Last known addresses: KENNETH THOMAS: 24 Garfield Street, #3, Yonkers, NY 10701

 An Order to Show Cause under Article 10 of the Family Court Act having been filed with this Court 
seeking to modify the placement for the above-named child.

 YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED to appear before this Court at Yonkers Family Court 
located at 53 So. Broadway, Yonkers, New York, on the 28th day of March, 2012 at 2;15 pm in the 
afternoon of said day to answer the petition and to show cause why said child should not be 
adjudicated to be a neglected child and why you should not be dealt with in accordance with the 
provisions of Article 10 of the Family Court Act.

 PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE, that you have the right to be represented by a law-
yer, and if the Court finds you are unable to pay for a lawyer, you have the right to have a lawyer 
assigned by the Court.

 PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE, that if you fail to appear at the time and place 
noted above, the Court will hear and determine the petition as provided by law.

Dated: January 30, 2012   BY ORDER OF THE COURT
    CLERK OF THE COURT
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tion at the old Republican President 
Dwight Eisenhower 91% marginal 
Rate and then have to settle for a 
lower rate of 60% or 70%, not down 
from 39% to 37%.

in my years preparing the 
Citizens’ Workbook on the Fed-

eral Budget, it became clear that 
so-called tax Expenditures, in ar-
rangements to allow tax deductions, 
and other budget peculiarities re-
quire some attention to the simple 
rules of mathematics in order to 
calculate the impact of expenditures 
and revenues. The ham-handed and 

consistently vague assertions of 
Republicans’ unsustainable budget 
math claims require some improve-
ment. Perhaps they could be taught 
to remove their foolish political 
boxing gloves, jabbing and swinging 
at their straw-men, or at least slip 
off their political mittens as well as 

their fancy dress “slippers,” and then 
teach themselves the mathematics 
of counting billions on their fingers 
and, as needed, on their toes. 
Bob K. Bogen served as comprehensive 
long-range facilities planning direc-
tor for the New York Metropolitan 
Regional Planning Commission; as 
planning director for the New Eng-
land Regional Commission; as a major 

United Nations official in Pakistan; 
Board Chairman of the Communi-
cations Coordinating Committee for 
the United Nations; and Principal 
Representative of Architects/ Design-
ers/ Planners for Social Responsibility 
to the United Nations. Comments by 
named readers can be sent to his office 
at: BobKBogen@hotmail.com.
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With over 50 years experience,  
Lexington Capital 

provides loans from 
$1,000,000 to $150,000,000 

at some of the lowest interest rates
 available in the marketplace. 

LEXINGTON 
CAPITAL Associates

914.633.4100
LexCapAssociates.com

David Germain
732.688.8875 • germainfs@aol.com

Steve Kerner
914.450.8453 • skerner80@gmail.com

• 15 Year Fixed-Rate Loans Available
• 30 Year Payout
• Interest-Only Loans Available 
• Fast Closings for Qualified Borrowers

240 NORTH AVE., NEW ROCHELLE, NY 10801
LEXINGTON CAPITAL ASSOCIATES, LLC.

Multifamily is our Specialty


